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A PEOPLE AT WAR:
EAST TEXANS DURING THE CIVIL WAR
3
by Ralph A. and Robert Wooster
Like most Texans, the people of the eastern part of the state were
deeply troubled by the sectional controversies that divided the nation dur-
ing the 18505. While most East Texans had a deep attachment to the Union,
they were increasingly concerned over the attacks upon the southern way
of life by northern political leaders. The people of the region viewed with
alarm the election of Abraham Lincoln as president of the United States
in November 1860. When it was known that Lincoln and the Republican
Party had won the election, demonstrations for Southern independence
occurred throughout East Texas. Sam Barron, a recent arrival from
Alabama and later a member of the Third Texas Cavalry. was in Cherokee
county when news of Lincoln's election was received. When Barron entered
the town of Rusk, "the Lone Star flag was floating over the court-house
and Abraham Lincoln, in effigy. was hanging to the limb of a sweet gum
tree that stood near the northwest corner of the court yard. It I
Most East Texans favored immediate action. Citizens attending a mass
meeting in Houston adopted resolutions requesting Governor Sam
Houston to call a convention of the people to consider the question of
Federal relations. The editor of the Marshall Texas Republican denounced
Governor Sam Houston for excessive timidity and joined the call for a
state convention to consider secession. Charles DeMorse, editor of the
influential Clarksville Standard, argued that the Union was being
fragmented. "He who cannot see it is blind politically. tl "It is past hope."
he lamented. Even J.W. Barrett. editor of the Harrison Flag, who per-
i sonally favored a more cautious policy of waiting until Lincoln committedl some overt act hostile to the South, agreed that the people demand action. 2
Governor Houston reluctantly gave approval to the calling of a state
convention in late January 1861. In this convention East Texans played
a prominent role. Among the better known East Texas delegates were John
H. Reagan, United States congressman from Anderson County; Joseph
L. Hogg, former congressman of the Republic, delegate to the 1845
constitutional convention, Mexican War veteran, and future Civil War
general; William P. Rogers of Harris County, successful attorney. state
legislator, and friend of Governor Houston; William B. Ochiltree of Har-
rison County. popular attorney, judge. and former Whig candidate for
governor; William T. Scott of Harrison County, wealthy plantation and
slave owner, former congressman of the Republic. and long-time member
of the state legislature; Haden H. Edwards of Nacogdoches County, son of
Ralph A. Wooster, a past president of the East Texas Historical Association, is Associate
Vice President at Lamar University, Beaumont.
Robert Wooster is Assistant Professor of History ac Corpus Chri,'ili Slate University.
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a prominent Texas empresario, general in the army of the Republic, former
congressman and state legislator; and George W. Chilton of Smith County,
Mexican War veteran, state legislator, and successful attorney_ Supreme
Court Judge Oran M. Roberts, formerly of San Augustine and now a
delegate from Smith County, was chosen presiding officer of the conven-
tion. Another East Texan, wealthy landowner, former empresario and
revolutionary leader Thomas Jefferson Chambers of Anahuac, was
appointed chairman of the powerful Committee on Federal Relations. 3
Although most of the East Texas delegates supported secession, seven
of the eight convention delegates who voted against the secession ordinance
came from northeast Texas. Three of the seven represented Lamar County,
two were from Wood County, one from Titus County, and one, James
W. Throckmorton, was from Collin Coun.ty. 4 Throckmorton, a thirty-
five year old Tennessee-born lawyer and state legislator, was particularly
defiant of those in the gallery who hissed when he recorded his "No" vote.
"Mr. President," he remarked, "when the rabble hiss, well may patriots
tremble. 5
The convention did provide that the secession ordinance be submitted
to the voters of the state in a popular referendum. In this election, held
on February 23, 1861, voters in only one of the thirty-five counties included
in the Handbook of Texas definition of "East Texas" cast a majority of
their ballots against secession. This one county, Angelina, is located in
the heart of deep East Texas. Here, the voters, mainly herdsmen and small
farmers, rejected secession by a vote of 184-139. 6
Most East Texans were avid secessionists. In thirty of the thirty-five
east Texas counties included in the arc running from Red River County
through Leon County on down to include Harris and Galveston counties
on the coast, over seventy-five percent of the voters approved secession.
Only in Angelina, Hardin in the Big Thicket, and Titus, Wood, and Red
River counties in the extreme northeastern tier did more than one-fourth
of the voters reject immediate separation from the Union. In many East
Texas counties the vote for secession was overwhelming; in Anderson,
Galveston, Harrison, Newton, Polk, Panola, Smith, Trinity, and Tyler
counties over ninty-percent of the voters endorsed secession. In Marion
County in the northeast section of the state, 467 voters were recorded for
secession; none were reported in opposition. 7
Opposition to secession was stronger in the counties located just
beyond the Red River-Woad-Leon arc that are frequently considered a
part of "greater East Texas." Voters in Lamar, Fannin l Grayson, Cooke,
Montague, Collin, and Jack counties joined ten German hill country
counties in which a majority of voters rejected secession. At least forty
percent of the voters in Wise, Denton, Hunt, and Van Zandt counties,
all included in the "greater East Texas" sphere, cast their ballots against
secession. Voters in these counties were much under the cultural influence
of the upper South, as opposed to the other areas of East Texas which
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were under the cultural influence of the lower South, where support for
slavery and secession was strong. 8
East Texas enthusiasm for secession carried over into the war effort.
When the news of the firing on Fort Sumter reached East Texas in mid-
April, 1861. leading citizens called upon the youth of the region to join
the Confederate army. The editor of the Marshall Texas Republican,
Robert W. Loughery, believed there would be no difficulty or delay in
recruiting East Texans. Charles DeMorse, editor of the Clarksville
Standard, was equally confident that the people of East Texas would
support the war effort. "We cannot think the contest will last long," he
wrote. "Without authority of Congress - with a Treasury bankrupt - with
the heart of great bodies of Northern People all adverse, how can it last,"
he asked. The attempt by the North to subdue the South he believed "the
most supreme folly of the age - the most superlative foolery."~
Recruitment and enrollment of troops was the main activity in East
Texas during the late spring and summer of 1861. Almost every community
formed some type of military unit. The young men underwent a routine
of drill, attended an endless round of public ceremonies, and received vary-
ing degrees of military instruction. Some East Texans, who eventually
formed a large part of Hood's Texas Brigade, were in the capable, if not
always popular, hands of drill instructor Colonel R.T.P. Allen, a West
Point graduate and former commandant of Bastrop Military Academy.
The Roan's Prairie encampment in Grimes county resembled the summer
olympics, according to historian Harold B. Simpson, as men from Mont-
gomery, Grimes, and Walker counties competed against one another in
running, jumping, wrestling, boxing, and other games. 10
As companies were formed and rudimentary instruction completed,
citizens of the area participated in public ceremonies in which the units
were given a farewell as they departed for war. The highlight of such
ceremonies was the presentation of a Confederate or company flag by the
local citizenry. The first such affair occurred in East Texas on April 20
as the W.P. Lane Rangers, the first company in the area to be raised and
sent off to war I received its flag."
One of the most enthusiastic send-offs received by any East Texas
unit was the one given the Henderson Guards, commanded by Captain
William K. "Howdy" Martin. The Guards, officially designated as
Company K, 4th Texas Infantry. gathered at the small town of Fincastle
in southwestern Henderson County before leaving for Camp Van Darn
on Buffalo Bayou. In this ceremony, attended by hundreds of citizens,
the Guards were presented a Confederate flag by Miss Ann Tindel. After
a large barbecue, members of the Guards and local citizens listened to
Martin deliver a colorful speech. Martin, who acquired his nickname
because he greeted one and all with a rousing "Howdy I tl was one of the
best stump speakers in the state. According to one account he spoke "with
a voice like thunder," and l'as he spoke he would shake his long hair and
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look like he was mad enough to eat a Yankee raw. Ol2
East Texans marched off to war wearing a wide variety of uniforms.
Comrades advised John W. Stevens of the Polk Rifles to "get just what
suited his fancy and have it made up in any style he chose - jest so it was
a uniform. t, Cavalrymen selected an especially colorful array of clothing
in the early days of the war. Captain Sam Richardson of the Lone Rangers
wore gaudy leopard skin pants when he led his company off to war. Coats
were both single and double breasted, with great diversities of color and
style. Most East Texans, whether infantry of cavalry, wore wide-brimmed
felt hats or gray caps with visors. 13
Often local citizens were called upon to provide uniforms and equip-
ment for the new recruits. The "Texas Hunters," a company formed in
eastern Harrison County, for example, were given cadet gray uniforms
and new repeating rifles by local citizenry. Citizens of Larissa provided
a horse, bridle, saddle, and blankets for the bugler recruited for the Lone
Star Defenders. Malachiah Reeves of the "Crockett Southrons," officially
Company I of the 1st Texas Infantry, noted that citizens of Crockett con-
tributed money for tents and uniforms for his company. 14 Others carried
what equipment they could provide for themselves. San Augustinets D.T.
Hanks recalled: "Evry fellow (was) equiped as he considered with the best
Accouterments of war. There arms Consisting of Almost evry Conceivable
Kind of Gun that Could be Colected in the Country."1 S
Not knowing what pitfalls the future might bring, East Texans often
overburdened themselves with equipment and clothing in the early days
of the war. W.W. Heartsill, a clerk in Marshall before the war, recalled
that his horse "Pet" carried the following items when he embarked for
war in April, 1861:
myself, saddle, bridle, saddle blanket, curry comb, horse brush, coffee
pot, tin cup, 20 Ibs. ham, 200 biscuit, 5 Ibs sugar, one large pound
cake presented to me by Mrs. C E Talley, 6 shirts 6 prs socks, 3 prs
drawers, 2 prs pants, 2 jackets, 1 pr heavy mud boots, one Colt's
revolver, one small dirk, four blankets, sixty feet of rope, with a twelve
inch iron pin attached; with all these, and divers and sundry little
momentoes from friends. J 6
Most East Texans believed the war would be of short duration and
result in a decisive Confederate triumph. When the war continued after
the Confederate victory at Manassas in July 1861, it became increasingly
obvious that the struggle would be longer than most East Texans had
anticipated. Indeed, East Texans already were collecting woolen goods,
blankets, and warm clothing for troops in Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky,
and Arkansas prior to an official call in September by the Confederate
Secretary of the War for such items. l7 In addition, ladies volunteer relief
associations were formed in the various towns of the region not only to
aid in the gathering and packaging of items for the army, but also to
provide aid and assistance to families of Texas servicemen. U
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The indecisive nature of the military campaigns of late summer and
fall of 1861 displeased many East Texans. Robert A. Loughery, editor
of the Marshall Texas Republican, was especially critical of the army's
failure to launch a more aggressive campaign. Quoting from the Charleston
Mercury, he argued "if there is to be war, let the enemy be made to feel
it where he is most vital! Let him enjoy the spectacle of his own towns
and villages in flames, behold his own people - men, women, and children
- flying in terror, than suffer him to thrust this terrible spectacle again
before our eyes, in our homes, at the expense of the people. tl "We have
never been able to appreciate the wisdom of the Fabian policy adopted
by our government," Loughery declared. "The destruction of Harrisburg,
Philadelphia, and Zanesville, Columbus, and Cincinnati, and laying waste
all that portion of Pennsylvania and Ohio contiguous to Virginia, would
bring the Lincolnites to their senses. The war must be brought home to
them; they must be made to feel and fully realize its horrors. Then, and
not until then, will they be sollicitious (sic.) for peace." 19
In February, 1862, Loughery again called for a general offensive.
"Shall we wait until the war is brought home to our doors, before we
advance?" he asked. "In Heaven's name, and the name of humanity, we
say no!"20
As the war entered its second year, the economy of East Texas in-
creasingly was devoted to producing goods and materials necessary to sup-
port the war effort. One of the most ambitious undertakings was the ord-
nance works located at Tyler. In the spring of 1862, J.C. Short, a local
gunsmith, was asked by the Texas Military Board to supply .577 caliber
Mississippi rifles for the use of Texas soldiers. Short formed a partner-
ship with William S.N. Briscoe, another Tyler gunsmith, and George Yar-
brough, a local businessman who put up most of the $80,000 required
to build an armory. One hundred acres of land located south of Tyler
was purchased, where the new firm of Short, Briscoe and Company began
construction of a brick building to serve as an armory. The partners signed
a contract with the Texas Military Board to produce 5000 Mississippi rifles
at $30 cash. 21
The Tyler firm soon found itself bogged down in bureaucratic red
tape and lack of materials and skilled gunsmiths. Consequently, the Tyler
works had produced only one rifle for the state when the plant was pur-
chased by the Confederate government.
Once the Confederacy purchased the Works, additional machinery,
some from Arkansas, was installed and over 200 workmen were employed
under the direction of Lieutenant Colonel a.H. Hill. Colonel Hill added
a tin shop, carpenter shop, laboratory. and shoe shop to the works.
Between the fall of 1863 and May 1865, thousands of rifles, cartridges.
musket balls. ammunition boxes, canteens, and a vast area of
miscellaneous items were produced at the Tyler works. 22
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Although the Tyler works was the largest, and ultimately the most
successful, supplier of weapons in East Texas, it was by no means the only
ordnance facility in the region. The firm of Whitescarver and Campbell,
located eight miles south of Rusk, produced several hundred rifles for the
Confederate army. Gunmakers Billups and Hassel had a factory in the
town of Plentitude in Anderson County where they manufactured 600
Mississippi ritles for the Confederacy. A large arsenal and percussion cap
factory was established in Harris County at a point on Buffalo Bayou
known as "Arsenal Bend." The owner of the factory, J.C. Wilson, also
operated the Texas Sword Factory which made edged weapons for the
Confederate army. Another Houstonian, G. Erickson, produced a popular
percussion Derringer at his shop in the Bayou City. E.B. Nichols,
superintendent of the railroad linking Houston and Galveston, produced
several rifled cannon used in coastal defense. Percussion caps, primers,
and rockets were manufactured at a munitions factory located in
Galveston. 2J
Confederate and state authorities frequently failed to take advantage
of civilian offers to produce military equipment. East Texan Jefferson
Nash, founder of the first iron foundry in the state, offered to produce
rifles, cannon, shot, and shells at his Marion County facility. but received
no governmental encouragement or assistance. Nash did produce some
cannon balls for the army but there is no record that any rifles or cannons
were made at his foundry. 24
East Texas played an important part in the production of uniforms
and hats for southern soldiers. The state penitentiary at Huntsville, where
nearly three million yards of cotton and wool cloth were produced during
the war, was vital to the Confederate and state war efforts. The Clothing
Manufacturers Company, located at the corner of the Post Office Building
in Marshall, produced army coats and trousers for the Confederacy. The
Hussey and Logan Manufacturing Company of Daingerfield was another
important supplier of wool and cotton goods. The Confederate States Hat
Factory in Gilmer (Upshur County) produced hats for the Confederate
army, while the Southern Hattery in Marshall manufactured hats exclu-
sively for Confederate troops from Texas. 25
A wide variety of other East Texas industries contributed to the war
effort. In September 1863, the Confederate Commissary and Subsistence
Service signed a contract with LB. Dunn of Jefferson for the slaughter
and packing of beef for the Confederate army. Unfortunately the quality
of the beef packed by the Dunn company was not high and complaints
came from troops to whom the meat was distributed. Although efforts
were made to correct the situation, the war ended before the quality of
the Jefferson product improved. 26
The various tannery operations in East Texas during the war were
more successful. The Bennett Smith Tannery in Henderson, the J. Marshall
Tanning Yard in Marshall, the Jefferson Tannery, located one and one-
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half miles from Jefferson, the Rebel Tannery, located six miles west of
Marshall, and the Decatur Bryan Tannery, located on the Coffeeville road
approximately twelve miles from Marshall, all produced leather goods for
the Confederate army. 27
The Confederate army maintained a number of shops and depots in
East Texas. One of the best was the quartermaster depot at Mound Prairie
in Anderson county. The Mound Prairie facility included a sawmill, flour
and grist mill, a cotton spinning building, a blacksmith shop, a foundry,
a harness shop, a tin stop, a shoe shop, two large storage warehouses,
and fourteen dwelling places. 28 The Confederate Field Transportation
Bureau maintained wagon shops at Hempstead, Tyler, Rusk, Paris, Waco,
and Mount Pleasant. Shipyards were built on Goose Creek in east Harris
County and at Beaumont for the making and repairing of naval vessels. 29
East Texans participated in all of the major engagements at the bat-
tle front in 1861 and 1862. Many, such as former Tyler school teacher
James Douglas, were anxious to meet the enemy. Writing in October 1861
from Arkansas to his girl friend, Douglas stated "the boys are manifesting
great joy at the prospect of an engagement, as I write they are talking
and laughing merrily, and singing war songs around me. lt10 Others, such
as Beaumonter William A. Fletcher, were concerned that they might show
fear under combat. Fletcher noted that when he first saw battle with
Hood's Texas Brigade he was suffering from diarrhea, "but to my sur-
prise the excitement, or something else, had affected a cure. "31
Like Fletcher, many East Texans served in Virginia with John Bell
Hood. Under Hood the East Texans participated in some of the most fierce
fighting in the war. This was particularly true in mid-September, 1862,
when Hood's First Texas Infantry Regiment, composed primarily of East
Texans, drove Union forces back through the cornfield at the Battle of
Sharpsburg, thus blunting the main Union assault. In doing so, the First
Texas sustained 82.3 percent casualties, the highest of any regiment in a
single day of fighting in the Civil War. n
Most Texans, no matter from what section of the state, preferred
cavalry service to that of the infantry. Twelve mounted companies from
the eastern part of the state served under Henry H. Sibley in the ill-fated
New Mexico campaign of 1861-1862. Troopers from Harrison and Mont-
gomery counties made up Company K of the most illustrious of all Texas
mounted units, Terry's Texas Rangers. East Texans also comprised large
segments of the Third, Sixth, Ninth, and Twenty-Seventh Cavalry
regiments, which eventually formed Lawrence Sullivan ("SuP') Ross'
Texas Brigade. These units saw heavy action in Arkansas, Indian Territory,
Mississippi, Tennessee, and Georgia. Smith County provided many of the
members of Texas' most renouned artillery unit, the Good-Douglas Bat-
tery.13
East Texans rejoiced at Confederate victories and were sadden to hear
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of Southern defeats on the field of battle. In early September 1862, when
General Robert E. Lee's army moved across the Potomac River into
Maryland and General Braxton Bragg began his Kentucky invasion, the
editor of the Texas Republican noted that "at no period of the war has
the Confederate cause looked so bright as it does now." A month later
as both Lee and Bragg withdrew from Maryland and Kentucky, the editor
admitted "there seems to have been recently a sudden check in our
movements.'·14
The loss of Galveston to Union naval forces in early October 1862
brought the war home to East Texas. Residents of the area were appalled
by the failure of Confederate forces to defend the city. They were elated,
when l three months later on January 1. 1863. General John B. Magruder
led Confederate forces from Houston to recapture the island. Equally satis-
fying was the Confederate repulse of a large Union force that attempted
to move up Sabine Pass in the southeastern corner of the state in the
autumn of 1863. 35
The fall of Vicksburg to General U.S. Grant in July 1863 was par-
ticularly disheartening to East Texans because it meant that the states west
of the Mississippi River were cut off from the rest of the Confederacy.
The town of Marshall became increasingly important to the Confederate
war effort. A powder mill and ordnance works were moved from Arkan-
sas to Marshall during 1863. General Edmund Kirby Smith, Confederate
commander of the Trans-Mississippi Department, gradually moved his
operational headquarters to the area. The Quartermaster Bureau located
several of its offices, including the tax-in-kind department, in Marshall,
and in late 1863 the Confederate government of Missouri made Marshall
its temporary capital. 16
The increasing importance of Marshall and other towns of northeast
Texas was not lost on Union military authorities. In the spring of 1864
a Union force of some 27,000 men commanded by Major General
Nathaniel P. Banks moved up the Red River toward Shreveport. Banks
hoped to drive across northwestern Louisiana into northeastern Texas and
capture Marshall and other northeast Texas towns. On April 8, 1864.
however, Banks was repulsed by Confederate troops, many of them East
Texans. at Sabine Cross Roads near Mansfield, Louisiana, about fifty
miles below Shreveport. Banks slowly retreated back to the Mississippi
River and withdrew southward towards Baton Rouge l thus ending the most
serious military threat to East Texas during the war. 11
Although most East Texans were pro-Confederate, there were those
who failed to support the war effort. Some of these were deserters from
the Confederate army. Ella Lonn, whose study on Civil War desertion
completed in 1928 remains the standard source for the subject, believes
that there were nearly 3000 deserters in the woods and brush of northern
Texas. She lists Wood, Van Zandt. Henderson. Dallas, Denton, Cooke,
Grayson. and Jefferson counties as part of "Deserter Country" in the
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South. 38 The Houston Tri-Weekly Telegraph described a community
established in Walker County by deserters. According to this account the
deserters controlled an area about sixty miles in width where they built
shacks t cleared land, planted corn, and began a tannery. A raid by Con-
federate authorities in the fall of 1864 resulted in the capture of over twenty
deserters. 39
Several bands of Union sympathizers, or"Jayhawkers," lived in the
Big Thicket of East Texas during the Civil War. Captain Charles Bullock,
commander of a company of home guards from Woodville, was assigned
the task of capturing these Union sympathizers. He captured one such
band led by Warren Collins and put them in the Woodville jail, but the
Jayhawkers managed to escape from jail and returned to their haven in
the Thicket. Bullock called upon Confederate authorities for assistance.
Captain James Kaiser and a troop of Confederates were dispatched from
Galveston. Kaiser surrounded a large Jayhawker encampment and set the
woods afire. At least two Jayhawkers were killed but the majority escaped.
"Kaiser's Burnout, 't site of the encounter. remains a Big Thicket
landmark. 40
For the people of East Texas the Civil War meant personal sacrifices.
As the area of the state nearest to the fighting, East Texas suffered much
from economic dislocation. The addition of thousands of refugees from
Louisiana and Arkansas and the effect of the Union naval blockade caused
various shortages. Items such as coffee, tea, shoes, quinine, soda, sugar,
and calico cloth were either not available or carried exorbitant prices. Like
other southerners, East Texans turned to a wide variety of substitutes but
few were considered equal to the real commodity.4l
Confederate military reversals in Tennessee and Georgia in 1864
caused increased concern among the people of East Texas. The fall of
Atlanta and General William T. Sherman's "march to the sea" in the fall
of 1864 demonstrated the desperate nature of the military situation. East
Texas newspaper editors continued to maintain a brave front even in the
face of these adversities. The editor of the Galveston Weekly News was
still convinced that there was no reason to despair. By the blessings of
"God/' he wrote, "our deliverance will come."42 The editor of the Mar-
shall Texas Republican believed that Hood's Tennessee campaign would
yet turn the tide. "With no enemy to interrupt his progress," he asked
"what is to prevent him from taking Nashville, overrunning Tennessee
and Kentucky. and retaliating in Ohio for the outrages perpetrated by
Sherman in Georgia. "H
While the newspaper editors attempted to inspire confidence in their
readers, Confederate military fortunes continued to deteriorate. Hoodls
Tennessee campaign was a failure. After suffering heavy losses at Franklin
in late November, Hood drove on to Nashville, where in mid-December
Union forces destroyed his army. Captain James Douglas from Tyler, in
a letter he cautioned not "to be shown outside the family," wrote "our
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country is in much the worse condition it has ever been ... If a great deed
is not done this winter the Yanks will close the war in the spring. "44
Young Douglas proved to be prophetic. In the spring of 1865 Con-
federates continued to suffer military reversals. Petersburg and Richmond
fell in early April~ and faced with overwhelming numbers~ Robert E. Lee
surrendered his beleaguered army on April 9, 1865. Lee's surrender caused
even the most determined East Texans to despair. Kate Stone, a Loui-
siana refugee who spent the later part of the war in East Texas, noted
in her journal that this news caused great gloom in Tyler. "All this is too
dreadful to believe." she wrote. "God spare us from this crushing blow
and save our dying country. "4'
General John B. Magruder, commanding the district of Texas, and
General Edmund Kirby Smith, commanding the Trans-Mississippi depart-
ment~ attempted to convince East Texans that the war was not lost, but
with little success. Kate Stone reported that confusion and anarchy
prevailed in Tyler as soldiers abandoned their posts and seized property
and stores. 46 Kirby Smith admonished civilians and soldiers to stand firm,
but even he was eventually forced to accept the inevitable. On June 2,
1865, with General Magruder at his side~ Smith boarded the United States
warship Fort Jackson in Galveston Bay and formally surrendered his com-
mand. 47
The editor of the Galveston Weekly News probably voiced the opinion
of many East Texans in June 1865 when he wrote:
After four years spent in a bloody, exhausting and fruitless con-
test, the Southern people, both soldiers and citizens, with unanimous
consent have agreed to lay down their arms, and recognize the
supremacy of the laws of the United States. The principle of seces-
sion has been referred to the arbitrament of the sword, and the deci-
sion has been given against it. 43
Beaumonter William Fletcher, who had spent four years with Hood's
Brigade in Virginia and Tennessee, perhaps best expressed the views of
those East Texans who had seen the war as front line soldiers. "With the
Armistice of Johnston and Sherman, and the report of Lee's surrender,
all hopes were gone, and the thought of returning home, defeated~ seemed
to be depicted in each face, and for a few days I don't think I saw a smile
.... " But like many other East Texans after some reflection Fletcher came
to accept the inevitable:
I think I passed a few days of the blankest part of my existence.
I seemed to have no thought of the past, present, or future ... For-
tunately. however. the spell was soon broken; and I awoke, as it were,
to realize that there was a future. I have ever been thankful that dur-
ing the war and since l I carried no hatred against the victorious foe;
and I soon learned that they looked upon the cause of the strife as
I did, and performed it as one of their most sacred duties.·~
And so the great war ended. East Texans had experienced fOUf years as
a people at war. Now many of them returned to their farms and homes
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and resumed their normal routines. For those who had lost loved ones
in the war or who would lose their slaves as a result of emancipation, life
would never again be the same. 50 Some packed their belongings and headed
west; others picked up the pieces and helped to rebuild the South and the
nation.
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GEORGE W. WHITMORE:
EAST TEXAS UNIONIST
by Randolph B. Campbell
In mid-October 1876) the Tyler Democrat carried the following obituary:
About 2 o'clock last Sabbath morning, Col. George W. Whitmore
departed this life at hi~ residence in this city. He had been in declining
health for a long time past, and his death was not a surprise to any
of his acquaintances. His was a checkered and somewhat eventful life.
A man of some talent. strong prejudices and great energy in his pur-
poses, he was familiar with the ups and downs of human life. On Mon-
day his remains were interred in Tyler cemetery with Masonic honors,
the Courts adjourning for the occasion. Whitmore had his faults -
let now the broad mantle of charity cover them, as all of us wHl one
day invoke it to cover ours.
East Texans seemingly took the author of this notice at his word. They
permitted the "broad mantle of charity" to cover the faults of the deceased
and then found little or nothing else about the man worth remembering.
Since his death, George Washington Whitmore has received at most only
passing mention in historical accounts of East Texas during the era of
Civil War and Reconstruction and largely has disappeared from popular
memory, even among those most deeply concerned with the region's past. r
This obituary notice from 1876 and the historical disappearance that
followed raise several questions. Who was this man, George W. Whitmore?
How did he gain such respect that the courts at Tyler, perhaps including
the federal district court there, would adjourn in honor of his funeral,
while the local newspaper would memorialize him with far less than
fulsome praise? Does he deserve greater recognition and possibly even a
favorable historical reputation in East Texas today?
George W. Whitmore was born on August 26, 1824 in the moun-
tainous area of east Tennessee near the North Carolina border. Little is
known of his early life except that he attended public schools, probably
in McMinn County where he was born, and then, like so many Ten-
nesseans, migrated to Texas. Whitmore arrived in Harrison County in
1848. He was a young man in his mid-twenties~ with no property except
his personal belongings, but, as the cliche goes, with great prospects. 2
Whitmore probably had some training in the law before leaving
Tennessee. Almost certainly he read law with someone in Harrison County,
because within two years he was ready to ask for admission to the bar
of Texas. The three men appointed by District Judge Lemuel D. Evans
to examine Whitmore reported favorably, and on July 1, 1850, he received
a license to practice in all the courts of the state. One year later, on July
3,1851, Whitmore married Harriet Bell, the seventeen-year-old daughter
Randolph B. Campbell is Regents ProfeS.~Dr of Hiswry at the University of North Texas.
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of William Bell, a well-to-do slaveholding fanner from Georgia. He and
one of his brothers-in-law began to acquire property jointly. and within
two years he was paying taxes on 250 acres of land. two slaves, and a
town lot in Tyler, sixty miles to the west in Smith County. 3
Whitmore's success in establishing himself professionally and socially
in Harrison County during the early 18505 coincided with the beginning
of his political career. His entry into public life came with the presiden-
tial election of 1852 when he served on the county campaign committee
for Winfield Scott, the Whig candidate. Whitmore's identification with
the Whig Party, which may well have begun during his youth in east
Tennessee~ was significant in several ways. First, it indicated that he was
a unionist who favored a relatively strong and active national government.
Most Southern Whigs tended to follow the lead of Henry Clay in sup-
porting compromises to preserve the Union' and nationalistic policies such
as federal internal improvements. Second, Harrison County~Whitmore's
home, was a center of Whig strength in antebellum Texas. The state as
a whole was overwhelmingly Democratic, and Scott received only twenty-
six percent of Texas' vote in losing the election of 1852 to Franklin Pierce.
But Scott received forty-one percent of the vote in Harrison County t and
Whig candidates for state and local offices could. expect to do even better
there. 4
In August 1853, Whitmore demonstrated that Whiggery was not a
fatal handicap in Harrison by winning one of the county's three seats in
the Texas House of Representatives. He was twenty-nine years of age when
he went to Austin to serve in the Fifth Legislature. Most of his work during
the session came in his capacity as chairman of a committee on private
land claims; otherwise he did not distinguish himself. .l By 1855~ when his
term ended, Whitmore's party had disintegrated in the aftermath of the
Kansas-Nebraska Act~ and many Southern Whigs who could not accept
the Democratic Party ~ and certainly not the Republican Party that soon
attracted most of their Northern brethren, had joined the anti-foreign,
anti-Catholic Know-Nothing Party. Whitmore became identified with the
Know-Nothings, but he was not one of the party~s nominees for the
legislature that year. Robert W. Loughery, editor of the ardently
Democratic, pro-southern Marshall Texas Republican, wondered in print
why Whitmore or several other locally prominent Know-Nothings had not
been nominated. They are all, he wrote, H men of fair abilities and superior
to the candidates chosen."6
The Know-Nothings carried Harrison County in 1855, but then lost
in 1857 during a campaign marked by the defeat of Sam Houston who
ran for governor as a unionist Democrat~ with the support of the Know-
Nothings, against the states' rights Democrat Hardin R. Runnels. Whit-
more played no important role in these contests, but in 1859~ when
Houston again opposed Runnels for the governorship, he resumed his
political career ~ this time as a Houston Independent. Campaigning both
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for Houston and for a legislative seat for himself, Whitmore drew the
wrath of states' rights Democrats as never before. After one debate in
Marshall, editor Loughery accused him of "low down demagogism" in
his defense of Houston. When Houston carried Harrison County in the
governor's race and Whitmore won a seat in the legislature, Loughery
moaned that all "love of country" and "patriotism" had died in "the
States Rights. Southern Rights county of Harrison."1
Unionists such as Whitmore had little time to relax or enjoy their
victory in the state elections, however, because sectional tensions reached
a fever pitch as the nation approached the election of 1860. The Republican
Party had a good chance of winning control of the federal government
without the aid of a single Southern vote, and Democrats across the South
said that the interests of their section, especially slavery, would be safe
only in the hands of their party. Disunion was more than a remote possi-
bility in the event of a Republican victory. Under these circumstances Whit-
more looked to the new Constitutional Union Party to give voice to his
unionism. He participated in an organizational meeting of the party in
Marshall on April 14, 1860, then attended a regional convention in Tyler
on April 21. In May the Constitutional Unionists held a national conven-
tion and nominated John Bell of Tennessee for the presidency. Whitmore
became an alternate elector for the party in Texas's first congressional
district and campaigned throughout East Texas. 8
Whitmore's support for the Constitutional Union Party did not mean
opposition to the South or to slavery. The party was composed of
Southerners, many of whom were slaveholders. Whitmore himself bought
slaves during the 18505 and owned seven bondsmen at the census of 1860.
He supported the party, not because he opposed the South or its institu-
tions, but because he loved the Union and believed that the South would
be better off within the Union than without. In fact he was even willing
to sacrifice the new party to avert secession. During the campaign, he
agreed to a unionist proposal that those supporting Bell join with sup-
porters of the Northern Democratic candidate, Stephen A. Douglas, in
an effort to build a force capable of carrying Texas. 9
Whitmore's campaign in 1860 drew mixed reactions. The Quitman
Clipper described him as a "clear, logical, and forceful speaker" who had
"no vanity about him." Loughery, on the other hand, insisted that south-
ern Democratic speakers supporting John C. Breckinridge were demol-
ishing Whitmore so completely that he should quit the campaign. More
important, however, than comments on Whitmore's ability were those that
began to question his loyalty to the South. An anonymous letter to the
Texas Republican reported his saying that if Lincoln won and the South-
ern states seceded, he would stay with the national government. In an open
letter to the newspaper, Whitmore denied that allegation, although he did
admit having said that he was for the constitution and the government
and that Lincoln's election in itself would be no cause for secession. 10,
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Lincoln did win and his victory sparked a spontaneous move in Har-
rison County for disunion. Those who attended a meeting in Marshall
on December 1~ 1860 nominated delegates to a proposed state secession
convention and at the same time called on Whitmore to resign his seat
in the legislature. His views, the resolution said, are better suited to a
Northern than to a Southern constituency. Whitmore's reply, published
in the Texas Republican of December 8, was angrily sarcastic. <41 was not
aware," he wrote, "that my opinions were of so much importance as to
occupy the attention of such an august body of men, assembled for so
momentous a work as that of the destruction of one of the best, freest,
and happiest governments that was ever framed, by the combined wisdom
of men." He refused to resign, saying that he would quit if the voters
asked him to, but that otherwise he would not suffer himself to be "dic-
tated to by any self constituted caucus, or" would-be political leaders."
Whitmore's stand was courageous, but Loughery continued to insist that
no one who believed in "submission" to Lincoln's election could represent
Harrison County, and other letters appeared saying that Whitmore had
indeed promised to side with the national government in the case of seces-
sion. ll
As events unfolded during the secession winter of 1860-1861, Whit-
more's position became even more uncomfortable. Secession leaders in
Austin called for a convention to assemble in that city on January 28,
and then, Governor Houston. in an effort to forestall extreme action, called
the legislature to meet in special session one week earlier on January 21.
The legislature, however, rather than acting as Houston wished, formally
approved the secession convention. The House of Representatives voted
fifty-eight to thirteen in favor of the resolution validating the convention.
George W. Whitmore cast one of the' 'nay' I votes, and then, shortly after
the convention passed an ordinance of secession on February 1, he joined
a handful of other unionists in signing an "Address to the People of
Texas" which condemned disunion as a move solely for the benefit of
the slaveholding interest. A mass meeting in Harrison County denounced
his actions as "incendiary" and "treacherous" and called for his resigna-
tion. Those who voted in the secession referendum on February 23 were
asked to sign a petition for his removal from the legislature. 12
Harrison County voters favored secession by a margin of 866 to forty-
four and called for Whitmore~s resignation by an almost equally over-
whelming margin of 706 to forty-six. Whitmore ignored the vote and his
earlier statement about leaving office if the voters wished it, and returned
to Austin for the legislature's post-secession session. There, unlike Sam
Houston who refused to take the oath of allegiance to the Confederate
States of America and left office as a result, Whitmore allowed the oath
to be administered to him and remained in the legislature. Loughery of
the Texas Republican praised Houston and commented:
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How strikingly does this contrast with our own misrepresentative,
George Washington Whitmore! He, in the agony of a suicidal death,
clings to a dishonored life only that he may seize with the spasmodic
energy of the miser's grip his per diem. Judas Iscariot. we believe,
repenting the betrayal of our Savior, cast from him the thirty pieces
of silver; so will not G.W. Whitmore, but we predict will invest it
in a farm in Collin or Grayson.
Apparently Whitmore had allowed the oath to be read to him but had
not repeated it and therefore not Htaken" it. This action was less than
honorable and probably illegal, but Whitmore wanted to oppose the course
of events in Texas to the bitter end. When the House of Representatives
voted in early April, 1861, to approve the constitution of the Confederacy
without submitting it to the people of Texas and to rule that anyone refus-
ing to take an oath of loyalty to the new government had "deposed
himself" from office, Whitmore was present and voted "nay."13
Once the Civil War began, Whitmore remained in East Texas,
spending, it seems, more and more time in Smith County where his family
from Tennessee had settled during the 18505. He remained quiet for nearly
two years, but toward the end of 1862 his opposition to the Confederacy
surfaced again. He published a letter in the Shreveport South Western
criticizing the Confederate draft law. especially the exemption for those
who owned or supervised twenty or more slaves, and pointing out that
he had warned Texans that they were entering a slaveholders' war that
would be fought by nonslaveholders. Whitmore's letter, Loughery wrote,
is "the vilest of treason." \4
By late 1863, Whitmore's outspoken unionism had become unaccep-
table to Confederate authorities. Colonel R.T.P. Allen and a small cavalry
force arrested Whitmore in Smith County. held him for a week in an iron
cage in the jail at Tyler, then placed him in the stockade for Union
prisoners at Camp Ford for several months, and finally moved him to
another prison called Camp Martin in Cherokee County. In all, he was
imprisoned for nearly twelve months without being charged with or tried
for any crime. I ~
Following his release in late 1864, Whitmore remained in Smith
County until the war ended. Then, not surprisingly in light of his reputa-
tion as a unionist, he began to playa major role in Reconstruction. His
first office came in August 1865 when Texas's provisional governor, A.l.
Hamilton, appointed him district attorney for the Ninth Judicial District.
In addition to handling the duties of his office, Whitmore obtained an
indictment of Colonel Allen for false arrest and imprisonment and at the
same time launched a civil suit seeking $100,000 in damages from Allen
for the same offenses. Whitmore's term of office proved short, however,
because at the elections held in 1une 1866 to end presidential Reconstruc-
tion and restore state government, conservative Democrats won control
of most local offices and he did not continue as district attorney. The
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criminal action against Allen was dismissed in January 1867, and the civil
action for damages was continued session after session for more than two
years. 16
These setbacks in 1866 and early 1867 proved only temporary,
however, as developments in Washington at the same time worked in Whit-
more's favor both personally and politically. Congress passed a new
bankruptcy act in March 1867 which created the position of register in
bankruptcy, an official appointed by the judge of each federal judicial
district to assist in all phases of implementing the law. The act specified
a broad array of fees and charges that the register could collect in return
for his services. In August, Whitmore, with the endorsement of A.J.
Hamilton, Robert W. Taylor, and several other leading Texas unionists,
received the appointment as register for the federal district court at Tyler.
"Whitmore," said George H. Slaughter, a Smith County unionist, "will
make a bushel of money out of his office." Apparently he was correct.
By 1870 Whitmore was paying taxes on seven tracts of land totaling more
than 1,000 acres and, more impressive yet, on $10,000 in money on hand
or loaned out at interest. He was one of the twenty wealthiest men in Smith
County that year. J 7 Incidentally, since this is a question always asked of
men such as Whitmore, there is no evidence and no charge of corruption
on his part. The money simply came with the job.
Whitmore's political fortunes also flourished from 1867 to 1870 as
a result of events in Washington. Congress took over Reconstruction in
1867 and required that the entire process be repeated, this time under
military supervision and with changes in voter registration that disfran-
chised most of Texas's antebellum officeholders and enfranchised blacks.
Whitmore immediately joined the fledgling Republican Party and began
to campaign for black as well as white votes l both for the party in general
and for himself as a member of the new constitutional convention to be
chosen in February 1868. When he spoke at a celebration held by Har-
rison County blacks on July 4 and addressed his listeners as "My fellow
citizens," Loughery of the Texas Republican could barely control his
outrage. Whitmore, he wrote, is a fifth-rate lawyer. a "low demagogue,"
and a man who is "mean" in his social relations. Moreover, the editor
said, he was "cruel'l to his slaves~ William G. Barrett of the Harrison
Flag outdid even Loughery in personal vituperation during this campaign.
Whitmore and l.W. Flanagan of Rusk County, he wrote, "are filthy
bubbles on the cesspool of radicalism, and will soon burst and sink amidst
the contempt of the honest." I a
Regardless of the furor they engendered among conservatives, Whit-
more's campaign efforts succeeded. He had a major voice in the appoint M
ment of new officeholders when the military made changes in Smith
County during November 1867, and he won a seat in the constitutional
convention. When the convention assembled in Austin on June J, 1868,
he served as temporary chairman and also as a member of the influential
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Committee on Lawlessness and Violence in Texas. In August, he was
chosen as president pro tempore of the so-called Radical Republican state
convention. Once the constitutional convention finally completed its work
in February 1869, Whitmore went to Washington as one member of a com-
mittee or "lobby" chosen by the convention to work for the division of
Texas into two states. Throughout this period, he was identified with the
Radical Republican faction led by Edmund J. Davis. 19
There was some talk in 1868 that Whitmore should be the first gover-
nor of Texas under the new constitution. The Marshall Texas Republican
commented in July: "Regarding the party as the meanest and vilest ever
organized. the recommendation is most appropriate and timely. tf As it
happened, Loughery's blood pressure did not have to withstand Whit-
more as governor. The position went to Davis. Still, at the same election
in December 1869, Whitmore won a seat in the United States House of
Representatives. representing Texas's first congressional district. He, along
with two other Republicans elected in 1869. earned the distinction of being
the first of their party ever to serve in congress from Texas. 2o
Whitmore's swearing in on March 31, 1870 as a member of the the
Forty-First Congress marked a major step in the return to Texas to its
proper place in the Union. No doubt he took special delight in being able
to return to a position that he had never wanted to leave. He voted for
legislation to enforce the Fifteenth Amendment and to prevent interference
with political participation by blacks by organizations such as the Ku Klux
Klan. The bills that he introduced himself aimed primarily at benefitting
East Texas. He proposed. for example, a new post office and court building
at Tyler and navigation improvements on the Trinity and Sabine rivers,
but nothing came of these proposals during either the session he entered
in March 1870 or the short session of the Forty-First Congress which met
from December 1870 to March 1871.11
Whitmore should have faced a re~election contest in November 1870
since the Forty-Second Congress, which would meet in December 1871,
was elected at that time in most states. In Texas, however. the Republican-
controlled state legislature delayed the election until October 1871. Even
with the additional time to strengthen their positions, however,
Republicans such as Whitmore faced an uphill battle. They could no longer
appeal to the military for support, and under the state's new constitution
all but a few conservative whites had regained. the ballot. When the elec-
tion finally took place, the Democrats' nominee, William S. Herndon,
a Smith County lawyer and former Confederate Army officer, defeated
Whitmore by a margin of more than 4.000 votes. Whitmore carried coun-
ties such as Harrison that had black majorities but lost heavily in those
where the white and black populations were more nearly balanced. Whit-
more contested the election in Congress I charging that "violence, intimida-
tion, and fraud" had deterred 6,650 qualified voters from supporting him
and that 4,350 votes had been cast illegally for Herndon. The House of
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Representatives collected reams of conflicting testimony and concluded,
there being no clear-cut case, that Herndon should keep the seat. Whit-
more received $2,000 to pay for his expenses in contesting the election. 22
Whitmore's political fortunes declined almost as rapidly during the
early 1870s as they had risen in the late 1860s. He remained active in the
Republican Party after his defeat in 1871, serving, for example, on the
Platform Committee at the ]873 Republican State Convention. But the
party was plagued by factionalism among moderates and radicals and
unable to build a constituency among Texas's white majority. The entire
state government was returned to Democratic control in 1874, and
Republicans would not win the governorship again for more than a cen-
tury. Indeed, Whitmore's career had foreshadowed that of his party in
that he had suffered from factional disputes with other Smith County
Republicans in 1871 and lost his seat in Congress to the white majority
in the first district. 2J
Whitmore's personal fortunes also began to decline, although not so
rapidly as his political career, during the early 1870s. His suit for $100,000
in damages against R.T.P. Allen and the others who had arrested and
imprisoned him during the war finally came to trial during the summer
of 1869. After nine days of legal wrangling, primarily over jury selection,
the decision went against Whitmore. The jury ruled that he would "take
nothing by his said action" but would pay all court costs. Whitmore ap-
pealed to the Texas Supreme Court where Justice Moses B. Walker I a
military appointee, reversed the verdict for being "against all the legal
evidence in the case" and remanded it to the district court for further ac-
tion. Walker's ruling came in 1870, but there is no record of further action
in the case. It was unlike Whitmore to drop any litigation until all avenues
had been exhausted, but perhaps in this case~ he was too busy with his
political career to pursue the matter further. 24
Whitmore had to give up his position as register in bankruptcy when
he went to Congress, and after his defeat in 1871 he had no income from
public office. He was, however, a relatively wealthy man and remained
so for the rest of his life in spite of several financial losses that resulted
from his willingness to support fellow Republican officeholders. Whit-
more and two other men, for example, signed as sureties for the $8,000
bond of a Republican named George D. Kelly who became sheriff of
Anderson County in 1870. Kelly later defaulted on turning over money
collected for school taxes, and the State of Texas sued Whitmore and the
other two sureties. After a complicated legal battle that went to the state
supreme court, the sureties lost and were ordered to pay $2,675.45. The
state legislature relieved Whitmore of this obligation in 1875, but the litiga-
tion had been expensive and at least part of the judgment had been paid.
In a similar case decided in 1874, the United States won a judgment of
approximately $2,000 against Whitmore and several others who had signed
the bond of one John Flynne who had obtained federal office in East
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Texas. Regardless of these difficulties, however, in 1876 Whitmore paid
taxes on eleven pieces of real estate, a good deal of personal property,
and $1,000 in money on hand or loaned at interest. H
Little is known of Whitmore's family life during these hectic years
of public involvement. He and his wife, Harriet, had no children, but by
1870 they were caring for four under the age of ten. One, an eight-year-
old girl named Carrie, bore the name Whitmore, and another, a seven-
year-old boy named George W. McCall, was the son of one of Whitmore's
sisters. There were also children named Harris who may have been the
offspring of a Confederate soldier killed during the war. Richard B.
Hubbard, a Smith County lawyer who became governor in 1876, told the
legislature in 1875 that Whitmore had adopted several such children, but
if this was the case their names had not been changed. 26
Harriet Whitmore, after suffering poor health for years, died in Oc-
tober 1875 at the age of fony. George W. Whitmore's health failed at
the same time, and he died on October 14, 1876, less than two months
past his fifty-second birthday. His will made bequests of $500 each to his
sister, brother, and a niece and left the remainder of the estate to three
heirs - Carrie Whitmore, George W. McCall, and one of the Harris
children. Whitmore left a great deal of property. including more than 2,000
acres of land and town lots in Tyler, Longview in Gregg County, Carthage
in Panola County, and Elysian Fields in Harrison County. However, his
estate was complicated by numerous claims, including some rising from
the cases in which he had signed bonds for Republican officeholders, and
by the fact that the heirs were minors. Consequently, it was in administra-
tion from 1876 until 1884 before a final settlement could be made. As
expenses for such things as legal fees and tuition for the children mounted.
properties had to be sold, often at ridiculous prices. The lot in Elysian
Fields, for example, sold at auction in 1879 for one dollar. The final settle-
ment of Whitmore's estate in April 1884 stated: "There is nothing coming
to the heirs ... , on account of the fact that the estate is insolvent ...."27
George W. Whitmore died and virtually disappeared from East Texas
history. He left no male heir to inherit his estate and carryon his name.
His political party played no meaningful role in Texas politics for the next
century, and the black voters who had supported him were effectively
disfranchised for generations. Even Whitmore's grave, which according
to his obituary is in the "Tyler cemetery," cannot be located. Should he
have come to this historical end? I think not.
George W. Whitmore represents what has been called '"the other
South" in the nineteenth century, the Southern minority that opposed
secession and joined Republicans in restoring the Union after the Civil
War. lS He did not necessarily oppose slavery or advocate black equality,
but he thought the Union more important than slavery and was willing
to give blacks equality before the law once they were no longer slaves.
In the process, Whitmore demonstrated a tremendous amount of courage,
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mora] as well as physical courage, and he was extremely consistent in his
political views. In the light of the shortage of those qualities - courage
and consistency - in political life at any time, he should receive some
credit regardless of how his position is perceived.
Whitmore was often sarcastic, angry, and litigious. He was not a very
pleasant or lovable person; dissenters rarely are. They make the majority
too uncomfortable. perhaps because of the fear that there might be
something to what they are saying. Was there anything to what Whitmore
was saying?
Whitmore opposed secession in 1861 and was ignored. What hap-
pened as a result of secession? The South suffered through a four-year
war that brought only death and destruction. including an immediate end
to slavery. It is difficult to imagine a much worse result from the Southern
point of view had secession not occured. After the war, Whitmore ad-
vocated cooperation with the national government and acceptance of
blacks as citizens of the South with at least basic rights before the law.
Granted that this was self-serving to him politically and that it was at best
a bitter potion for a defeated people to swalJow. could the results have
been much worse for the South had this approach been accepted? We can-
not say for certain. since we cannot know what might have been, but we
can see what followed the rejection of his approach. The South suffered
from intensified and prolonged racism for another hundred years and fell
behind the rest of the nation in every respect.
George W. Whitmore was not a spotless hero, and his story is not
told here in an effort to condemn the South or its history. Instead, this
account of his career is presented with the idea that Southerners need to
look at all facets of the past with as much objectivity as possible and see
that perhaps a better present and future depends on recovering the memory
of "other Southerners" like George W. Whitmore as well as on remem-
bering traditional leaders.
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by James Marten
That the Civil War changed the lives' of southern blacks forever is
a truism that tends to obscure the drama that slaves experienced during
the war. The Confederate surrender dealt the institution of slavery its final
blow. but the war years already had seen drastic changes in the lives and
status of slaves. All over the South thousands of slaves flocked to areas
occupied by Northern armies seeking long-denied education in missionary
schools, proving themselves in the federal army, and broadening their
economic opportunities. I Far from the liberating Union lines. Texas slaves
endured a different kind of war than did blacks east of the Mississippi
River. "White man." said a former Texas slave to a WPA interviewer
long after the Civil War had ended, "we 'uns didn't know dere am de
war. We seed some sojers at de star[t], but dat all. ll Indeed. although many
black Texans extended the boundaries of their bondage. they usually had
no choice but to wait out the war with their masters. while the masters
had no choice but to rely on their slaves even more than they had in peace
time. 1
This may have been difficult in light of the Lone Star State's recent
history. Six months before Texas seceded from the Union, the "Texas
Troubles" - a wave of arson and alleged poisonings - convinced white
Texans that meddling Northern preachers and peddlers had instigated a
massive slave insurrection. Most of the business district of Dallas burned
down on July 8, 1860, and fires broke out in a number of other north
Texas towns. Rumors flew around the state that the slaves had planned
a general uprising for August 6 and town meetings hastily organized
vigilance committees to patrol rural areas and keep an eye on suspicious
strangers. Members of the Chatfield Vigilance Association pledged to
defend their families. as well as their "honor and property" against the
"robbers, murderers, assassins, traitors ... and thieves" at large in the
land. To that end, vigilantes hanged at least ten white men and nearly
thirty blacks. Relative peace returned to Texas by early autumn. J
Texans did not often discuss the faithfulness of their slaves during
the next five years; perhaps the latent but ever-present potential for violence
within the slave system caused them to reassure themselves with silence.
"The negroes, as a general thing." reported the Marshall Texas Repub-
lican after the shooting had stopped, "have acted very well towards
their owners and the white residents of the South, during the disturbed
condition of the country for the last four years." A few joined "the
invaders:' but only because of their "ignorance and the superior control
of the white man." With a confidence that belied whites' later reactions
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to blacks during Reconstruction, the Republican asserted that the' 'war
has demonstrated ... that the idea of negro insurrections, once so prevalent,
is a humbug. "4
The war-time behavior of many Texas slaves supported the
editorialist's assertion. Slave members of a Marshall Methodist Church
hosted a supper for the minister and other guests early in 1865, while blacks
in Houston raised $40 for sick soldiers with a "grand baIr' in July 1862.
James Hayes, a slave on a plantation near Marshall, validated the popular
image of the faithful slave after his master marched off to the army.
Whenever Hayes returned from town with the mail, his mistress "run to
meet me, anxious like, to open de letter, and was skeert to do it." One
day he "fotcher a letter and I could feel it in my bones; dere was trouble
in dat letter." Young Master Ben - the oldest son, who had gone off
to war with his father - had been killed in action; Hall de ole folks, cullud
and white, was cryin' ... When de body come home, dere's a powerful
big funeral and after dat, dere's powerful weepin's and sadness on dat
place. "5
Many slaves went to war as horse-tenders, nurses, or personal servants
to their masters. Rube Witt enlisted in the Confederate army but reached
Mansfield, Louisiana, after Confederate forces had turned back General
Nathaniel P. Banks' Yankee troops, while James Cape helped rob a
Yankee train and suffered a shoulder wound while fighting in Tennessee.
Some slaves went to great lengths to prove their loyalty. William Byrd
walked all the way from Virginia to Texas after his master became a Federal
prisoner and waited until after the war to be freed. Henry Smith marched
beside his master's son in the Texas Brigade until the latter was killed at
Petersburg, then buried him and carried his belongings back to his family
in Texas. 6
Slaves who remained at home frequently demonstrated their loyalty
when they "kept de work on de plantations going, for dey had to keep
on livin' an' some one had to do dis work." The slaves on Burke Simpson's
plantation "jis stayed an' took keer of things for de Master while [he]
wuz away to de war." When Union troops invaded South Texas and tried
to entice slaves away from the King Ranch. a Houston newspaper proudly
reported, they ~'remainedwith their mistress ... proving true to the last."
Few blacks considered escaping from the Bexar County ranch on which
Felix Haywood worked, because "we was happy." Life "went on jus'
like it always had before the war ... We get layed-onto time on time, but
gen'rally life was ... just as good as a sweet potato." Slaves were not
unaware of the threat they posed to Southern society, however. "If every
mother's son of a black had thrown 'way his hoe and took up a gun to
fight for his own freedom along with the Yankees," Haywood believed,
"the war'd been over before it began." Nevertheless, H we couldn't help
stick to our masters. We couldn't no more shoot 'em than we could fly. U
Life did not continue unbroken on every Texas plantation. James
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Hayes recalled that although day to day life went on "like always .. , some
vittles was scarce." The war "sho' did mess us up," according to Mollie
Dawson of Navarro County. Since much of the plantation's produce went
toward feeding and clothing Confederate soldiers, "we did'nt have as much
ter eat as we had been having and our clothes and shoes had ter last us
longer." Masters bound for the army often found overseers to take their
place. Andy Anderson's master hired a man named Delbridge, and "after
dat, de hell start to pop.·j Delbridge "half starve us niggers," Anderson
remembered, "and he want mo' work and he start de whippin's ,.. I guess
dat Delbridge go to hell when he died. but I don't see how de debbil could
stand him." The fighting reached other slaves, as well. Philla Thomas'
father, laboring on Confederate breastworks, died during a Yankee bom-
bardment of Galveston, and when Federal gunboats lobbed shells into Cor-
pus Christi, "all de folks ... takes to de woods and sev·ral am still gone.·'
Slave children were warned against going into the woods by themselves.
Manuel Armstrong. a young boy during the war, recalled that deserters
from the Confederate army hid in a nearby forest. Fearing that "de chillen
would tell on 'em:' the fugatives would "ketch dem an· whip dem an'
scare dem an· sen· dem home so they wouldn't come back no mo!"&
In the face of these hardships, Texas slaves could hardly ignore the
war, although whites tried to prevent them from hearing news from the
front. One plantation mistress remembered that "the white men didn't
talk the situation around where the niggers could hear ,.. knowing that
the nigger is a natural news ferret. and the biggest gossiper that ever was. to
Nevertheless, she recalled, "they knew that everything they said finally
reached the niggers· ears." Few slaves "in the whole South ever let on
that they knew anything ... They just kept their mouths shut, and their
eyes and ears open." Former slave J. W, King said that "some of de men
on de plantation would slip up to a open winda at de big house at night
and ... lissen whut was read f'om a letter." Bad news for the Confederacy
fueled the slaves' hopes. Despite their distance from the battlefields. they
instinctively grasped what was at stake in the white men's war. Around
late night fires, Abram Sells recalled, the older men would crouch, "stiffin'
the ashes with the pokes and rakin' out the roas' taters. They's smokin·
the old corn cob pipe and homemade tobacco and whisperin' right low
and quiet like what they's gwineter do and whar they's gwineter go when
Mister Lincoln. he turn them free."9
Despite the fairly normal war-time relations between whites and blacks
in Texas. those whispered conversations around late-night fires - com-
bined with the absence of a large percentage of the white adult male popula-
tion - helped inspire the surliness that some Texans detected in their
slaves. A Houston newspaper complained in January 1865 about the in-
solence of the city's blacks. They uttered obscenities in the presence of
children, refused to yield roads or sidewalks to white ladies, and bought
illicit liquor from white merchants. The editor declared that local slave
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owners were "altogether too lenient ... and too regardless of their [slaves']
behavior." Likewise, the San Antonio News reported in mid-1864 that
blacks were "pulling on important airs" on that city's streets. A "general
negrow row" ensued in Nueces County when a female slave stole about
$2000 and distributed it among her black and Hispanic friends. Authorities
recovered only $700. A Harrison County black allegedly plundered the
home of a Mrs. Manson, whose husband was off fighting the war, then
burned it down to escape detection. A few whites also reported aberrant
behavior among slaves on their plantations. Jack, a slave on John B.
Walker's plantation, ran away three times during the summer of 1864.
Once he left after having "refused Authority, H and on another escapade
he "borrowed" a mule. lo
Mrs. Lizzie Neblett recorded the deterioration of slave behavior on
her Grimes County plantation in a series of letters to her husband Will,
who was away in the army for much of the war. She complained (ate in
1863 that most of the slaves would not do anything unless they were told,
and that HI find 1 must think continually for them. " Several slaves resisted
whippings from the overseer or ran away, part of a disturbing trend of
insolence and misbehavior among slaves in the neighborhood. The situa-
tion had gotten so bad that many owners were afraid to flog their slaves.
One slave, threatened with a beating by one of Mrs. Neblett's elderly
neighbors, "cursed the old man all to pieces, and walked off in the
woods." He came back only after his master promised not to punish him.
Another neighbor's slaves rode his horses aU over the county during their
nocturnal adventures, and she doubted whether her own slaves were much
better: "I believe if I was to tell [the overseer] to whip one of the negroes
they would resist & it would make matters no better so I shall say nothing,
and if they stop work entirely, I will try & feel thankful if they let me
alone." Fear had also entered her relationship with the slaves: "I won't
sleep with my doors open, any more. & if they break open either door
or window I'll have time to be better prepared for them & will fight till
I die." She continued in this vein in a later letter when she wrote, "I would
not care if they killed me, if they did not do worse." 11
The large migration of blacks into Texas from other states added a
unique dimension to the story of slavery in Civil War Texas. Thouands
of them were shipped from more distressed portions of the Confederacy
during the course of the war. Many came from nearby Louisiana and
Arkansas, but planters from as far away as Virginia also brought their
slaves to Texas. Late in the war, Elvira Boles came to Texas with her
master, "a dodgin' in and out) runnin' from de Yankees" all the way from
Mississippi. Somewhere along "dat road." Elvira's baby died and was
buried in an unmarked grave. Tempe Elgin was a toddler when her master
brought her mother and sister to Texas from Arkansas; her father, who
belonged to a different owner, followed them for sixty miles, imploring
his wife to escape with him. She refused, "so pappy rode away on his
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hoss and mammy never did see him again." The odyssey of Josh Miles
began when his owner decided to leave Virginia early in the war. They
reached Texas two years later after lengthy stays in Nashville, Memphis,
and Vicksburg were interrupted by invading Yankee armies. Another
former slave told of moving to Texas from Franklin, Louisiana, with about
300 other slaves, while Van Moore, who grew up in Texas, recalled his
mother's stories of how, as a band of slaves and their masters set out for
Texas from war-torn Virginia, the "white folks" encouraged the slaves
by telling them that in Texas "de lakes [were] full of syrup and covered
with batter cakes, and dey won't have to work so hard." Other masters
showed less concern for their slaves' states of mind. Litt Young journeyed
west from Vicksburg in 1863 under an armed guard who tied the male
slaves to trees at night. 12
Some Texas slaves, reversing the migratory process, hurried the day
of freedom by escaping from their masters and a handful - forty-seven
- joined the Union army. Some slaves on a Williamson County planta-
tion ran away - despite the nearly automatic "whippin' at de stake" that
would greet them if caught - when a cruel overseer took over for their
master, who had gone to fight in the war. Susan Ross' brother, after refus-
ing to go to the army, fled his master's plantation after a beating so severe
that "you couldn't tell what he look like. tl Although the war years did
see an apparent escalation in the number of runaway slaves, escape held
little chance of success, at least according to one Burleson County ex-slave.
"I never seen any slaves that tried to run away until after the war," said
John Mosley, "but ... they never got very far at that." At least one master
had "all de quarters move up close to de big house, so if we tries to make
de run for it in de night he can catch us." Punishment was sure and swift
for captured escapees. Lee McGillery saw "a few slaves try to run away
to the north after the war started and when the white folks of the south
find them they would most of the time jest shoot them. Some few they
never did find." I 3
Most of the slaves attempting to escape exploited the traditional sym-
pathy between Mexicans and blacks by making their way to Mexico. Felix
Haywood declared that "in Mexico you could be free. They didn't care
what color you was, black, white, yellow, or blue." Haywood claimed
that hundreds of slaves fled to Mexico, and "got on all right," becoming
in effect, Mexicans, and raising their children to speak only Spanish. At
one point Mexicans on the south bank of the Rio Grande rigged up a flat-
boat in the middle of the river. Once a fugitive reached the boat he could
easily pull himself across to freedom. Jacob Branch reported that slave
patrols' 'rid[e] de Mexican side [of] dat river all de time, but plenty slaves
gil through, anyway." Sallie Wroe's father hauled a load to Travis County
cotton to the border. Upon reaching his destination, he and a number
of other drivers paddled a bale of cotton over the river to Mexico. When
he returned to his family after the war, he told them "he done git 'long
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fine with Mexico. He learnt to talk jes' like them." Similar instances led
the Houston Tri- Weekly Telegraph to warn its readers against taking even
"their trusty negroes" to Matamoros on business. The booming border
town was "overrunning with these trusty, now insolent negroes." "Loose
colored women" and escaped slaves with plenty of spending money would
lure otherwise faithful slaves into the welcome anonymity of the city. 14
As a non-citizen~ even the least faithful slave legally could not be
charged with disloyalty. A Confederate district judge ruled in May 1863,
that since slaves "are not members of the body politic - & do not owe
allegiance to the Govt.," they could not be tried for treason. Nevertheless,
the state legislature responded to the potential threat of rebellious slaves
and Northern invaders by passing several laws aimed at preventing slave
insurrections - especially those instigated by marauding Yankee tfOOPS
or their emissaries. An act passed on March 5, 1863, condemned persons
convicted of selling, giving, or loaning, any sort of weapon or ammuni-
tion to a slave to up to five years hard labor t while another established
a penalty of from five to fifteen years for any officer of the United States
armed services guilty of "inciting insurrection or insubordination." In
addition, "any person of color" captured while invading Texas could be
enslaved t a fate suffered by at least a few black Yankees, and it was illegal
to leave slaves alone without "free white" supervision or to allow a slave
to pretend to own or to control property. Other "disloyalH slaves fell out-
side the bounds of the law. Late in 1864, three railroad workers took eight
hours to beat a black man to death for alledgedly stealing three yards of
homespun cloth, while another slave suspected of murdering his master
was captured in Rusk County, brought home to Tyler, and burned at the
stake. Vigilant Texans near La Grange hanged an escaped slave named
Yorick - two weeks after General Robert E. Lee surrendered at Appomat-
tox - when he was found "endeavoring to accomplish a purpose too hor-
rid to mention" upon a "German gir1."I'
Despite the problems caused by some Texas slaves during the Civil
War, neither the war nor the behavior of their chattel property led Texas
Confederates to question the desirability of retaining the peculiar institu-
tion. Some masters hurried to the frontier of Texas late in the war, hoping
to outrun the Yankees and establish themselves far beyond the effective
boundaries of emancipation. A Travis County slave owner relocated in
Robertson County, according to one of his bondsman, "cause he done
figured de Yankees can't git up dere." As late as May 1865, owners of
runaway slaves still offered rewards of up to $500 in Confederate currency,
and J .L. Maxwell of Collin County offered to exchange his small farm
for "Negro property" that same month. Even after the remnants of the
Confederate presence in Texas had been surrendered, the Marshall Texas
Republican confidently predicted that Southerners would be allowed to keep
their slaves in some form of perpetual servitude. Emancipation' 'naturally"
would be followed by "vagrancy, filth, disease, and crimeIt among the
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freedmen; masters should be kind to their servants, motivated by "an
attachment for the race, by a grateful remembrance for past services." 16
The experiences of masters and slaves in Texas during the Civil War
flowed out of two conflicting pre-war situations: the general faithfulness
of most slaves counterpointed to the constant threat that they posed to
the institution. While some Texas slaves confirmed Southern fears of that
threat by taking advantage of war-time tumult to expand the boundaries
of their lives, most did not, in any meaningful way, challenge the restric-
tions placed on their lives by the peculiar institution. In fact, at least one
free black voluntarily gave up his freedom during the war. George, a "free
man of color/' petitioned the Collin County District Court to become
the slave of James B. Thomas. As Martin Jackson's father told him, "the
War wasn't going to last forever, but ... our forever was going to be spent
living among the Southerners after they got licked." Reconstruction would,
in many ways, fulfill Jackson's prophecy. 11
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KAUFMAN COUNTY IN THE CIVIL WAR
by Jack Stoltz
When the decade of the 1860s opened, all America was apprehensive
about the events that loomed on the horizon. The feelings of distrust
between North and South had become fraught with meanness. The fear
for future relations between the two sides permeated every part of the
nation, even to the remote communities of Kaufman County, so far from
the center of national political activity. When Abraham Lincoln won the
presidency of the United States in November 1860, the die was cast. Most
Southerners were determined that secession was their only recourse.
Within a month of the election, Texas leaders called for a secession
convention. In early January 1861. Isham Chism was elected to represent
Kaufman County at that convention, and on January 28 the convention
assembled in Austin. On February 1a resolution of secession was adopted
and sent to the people for ratification. There were citizens in the state who
strongly opposed such action, but the statewide vote on February 23 was
overwhelmingly in favor of leaving the Union. The citizens of Kaufman
County voted in favor 461 ayes to 155 nays, a three to one margin. When
the convention re-assembled after the balloting, William Nash replaced
Chism as the delegate from Kaufman County. 1
Even before the final vote for secession had been taken, the commis-
sioner's court took its first step to prepare to deal with potential problems
and to insure domestic tranquility. In the county at the time there were
over 500 slaves, certainly enough to create tension. The entire nation was
in turmoil over the issue of slavery, and agitators roamed the countryside
ready to espouse the cause of freedom. On February 21 the court ordered
the creation of patrol detachments in each of the precincts "to patrol the
negroes."
Listed below is the manpower originally assigned to the eight
detachments of the county. While the personnel changed every few months,
the organizations and their missions continued throughout the war: 2
Detachment no. 1, precinct no. 1: J.P. Barnett, captain. Privates: Jas
Truett, A. Corder, Larry Clark, Rufus Lucky, J.P. Miller.
Detachment no. 2, precinct no. 2: D. Murphy, captain. Privates: W.B.
Dashiell, l.A. Wad, Lafayette Murphy.
Detachment no. 3, precinct no. 3: L. T. Nash, captain. Privates: Wm. D.
Irvine, D. Moore, A.L. Gardner, Jas. Barnett, N.B. Nash.
Detachment no. 4, precinct no. 4: J .E. Crouch, captain. Privates: L. W.
Lyde, l.A. Shaw, C.l. Fox, A.J. Barnett, John Buie.
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Detachment no. 5, precinct no. 5: J.1. Rogers, captain. Privates: Jas.
Johnson, Andrew Henry, C.l. Terrell.
Detachment no. 6, precinct no. 6: J .C. McCorquadale, captain. Privates:
T.P. Carlisle, John Erwin, N.H. Parish, K. McKinney, T.M. Hoffman.
Detachment no. 7, precinct no. 7: F.A. Massey, captain. Privates: James
Daugherty, M.T. Stephenson, Jonathan Pyle, W.T. Stubbs, Sam Pyle.
Detachment no. 8, precinct no. 8: Thos. C. Griffin, captain. Privates:
Isaac Houston, F.A. Waters, Sam Stiles.
The first Kaufman County military unit enrolled was Captain John
R. Briscoe's company from precinct one, the Rockwall-Heath area,
enrolled on May 8, 1861. Listed as officers of the unit were 15t Lt. Arthur
Corder, 2nd Lt. A.T. Lancaster, 3rd Lt. Feepee Starks, and 4th Lt. I.H.B.
lanes. Completing the complement of the company were eight non-
commissioned officers and eighty-three privates. 3
At least eighteen companies were recruited from Kaufman County
from mid-1861 through 1864. Some of these units saw violent action on
distant battlefields, while some were recruited for the local militia or home
guard.
One of the major objectives of the Confederate government in the
early days of the war was to secure the western regions, the land beyond
the Mississippi River, for the Confederacy. Troops from Kaufman County
played a prominent part in this early campaign. The 3rd Texas Cavalry
Regiment was organized in Dallas on June 13, 1861, with Colonel Elkanah
Greer as commander. Known as Greer's Regiment, it included among its
ten companies that of Captain Isham Chism's Company F from Kaufman
County. The regiment arrived at Fort Smith, Arkansas, in July where it
joined forces with General Ben McCulloch in engagements in Missouri,
Indian Territory, and Arkansas. It participated in the battle of Pea Ridge,
or Elkhorn Tavern, in Arkansas on March 7, 1862, when General
McCulloch was killed in action. Soon after. it was transferred to Corinth,
Mississippi, to reinforce Confederate troops fighting there. In November
it became a part of the newly formed Ross' Brigade. 4
All the while, the boys of Greer's Regiment were well reminded that
they were not forgotten by the folks back home. On September 12, 1861,
the commissioners ordered $300, or as much thereof as necessary, be drawn
to furnish clothing, blankets, and other needs to the boys of Greer's
Regiment serving in Missouri. J.C. Burge was reimbursed $100 for deliver-
ing these supplies. In February 1862, James Thompson and John Stephen-
son were paid $185 for making another delivery to the regiment. S
The 6th Texas Cavalry Regiment was also organized in DaHas, on
September 6, 1861. Colonel B. Warren Stone was eJected commander of
the regiment with a staff composed of Lt. Col. John S. Griffith, Major
L.S. Ross, and with Lt. D.R. Gurley as the adjutant. Among the ten
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companies in this regiment were included Company A, Kaufman County,
Captain A.J. Hardin; Company B, Kaufman County. commanded by Lt.
Col. Griffith; and Company E, Van Zandt County, Captain Jack
Wharton. This last company was known to have included in its ranks
recruits from Kaufman. Van Zandt, and Henderson counties.
The 6th Cavalry joined General Ben McCulloch on the western front
in time to participate in the engagements in Indian Territory in the winter
of 1861-62, and saw action at Elkhorn Tavern on March 7, 1862. Following
this engagement, it too was moved east of the Mississippi River to support
the Confederate forces around Corinth. Like the 3ed Cavalry, the 6th
became a part of Ross' Brigade in November 1862.6
When Ross' Brigade was first organized it was commanded by Colonel
J. W. Whitfield of the 27th Texas Cavalry, Whitfield's Legion, except for
periods of Whitfield's absence due to illness when it was commanded by
Lt. Col. Griffith. Its most notable expedition of this period was the raid
on Holly Springs, Mississippi, in December 1862. As the result of this ac-
tion the brigade captured a large number of prisoners and large stores
and ammunition. This defeat for the Union forced General U.S. Grant
to abandon this route in his attack on Vicksburg.
'
Soon after the Battle of Holly Springs, Griffith resigned his commis-
sion because of ill health, and returned to Rockwall where he was elected
to the Texas legislature. On March 1. 1864, Governor Pendleton Murrah
appointed him a brigadier general of Texas State Troops.
Another of the county's military units formed in early 1861 was
commanded by H.W. Kyser. The company was formed on June 15, 1861,
with 1st Lt. G.W. Graves, 2nd Lt. J.M. Kinchen, 3rd Lt. J.C. Burge, and
a complement of eighty-eight men.
According to a biographical sketch written about Captain Kyser many
years later, his company was not called into active service for several
months and became a familiar sight as his men were drilled on the streets
of Kaufman. Finally, in October 1861, the unit was called to active duty
as Company G, Parson's Regiment, when that command was organized
in Ellis County in early October. 8 At the time it was mustered into service
it carried a new complement of officers: 1st Lt. Ovid Van Pool, 2nd Lt.
A.T. Wilson, 3rd Lt. H.H. Sowell, and with ten non-commissioned officers
and sixty-four privates.
At the February 1863 term of the commissioners' court, Captain H.W.
Keyser was allowed $275 for knives for use of Company G, Parson's
Regiment. 9
Parson's Brigade, as it has become popularly known, was commanded
by Colonel W.H. Parson. His brigade served throughout the war west
of the Mississippi River from Missouri to Louisiana. It played a promi-
nent part in the defeat of the Union forces under General N.P. Banks
in the Red River campaign. Major Robert A. Terrell, for whom the city
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of Terrell was named t served as quartermaster of the brigade from its
formation until the war's end.
Still another combat unit came out of Kaufman County. Captain
Dubart Murphy. one of the early settlers of the county and a highly
respected citizen of the area, was asked to raise a company in support
of Colonel Nathaniel M. Burford's 19th Texas Cavalry Regiment, a part
of Parson's Brigade. He succeeded in recruiting the full complement and
served as captain of the unit for seven months. When he resigned in late
1862 because of advanced age, the command was assumed by a Lieute-
nant Michaux. 'o
Of numerous other companies organized in Kaufman County in those
war years, no record has been found that any saw action in combat. All
were listed as part of the 13th Brigade, Texas State Troops. They served
as part of the state militia, or home guard, an essential service at a time
when invasion by enemy forces was a threat. They include:
1. Captain Thomas P. Andrews, unit mustered at Post Oak Grand, June
29, 1861;
2. Captain J .B. Bounds, precinct 2, organized 1862;
3. Captain J.C. Burge, precinct 3, organized 1862;
4. Captain Embrey Cannon t precinct 1, organized 1862;
5. Captain J.M. Garner, Reserve Company, Beat no. 9, organized 1861;
6. Captain John R. Johnson, Prairieville Company, precinct 6, organized
1861;
7. Captain A.K. McDonald, Liberty Home Guards, precinct 4, organized
1861;
8. Captain J.J. Richardson, precinct 5, organized 1861;
9. Captain A.M.K. Sowell, Mustang Rangers Cavalry Company,
organized 1861;
10. Captain Ovid Van Pool t Trinity Guards, Reserve Cavalry Company,
organized 1861. I 1
One of the vital services demanded of the Confederacy as early as
the mid-part of 1861 was the establishment of a postal system to replace
the service that the United States had been providing. The man Jefferson
Davis chose as Postmaster General was John H. Reagan, a Kaufman
County pioneer. I 2
In the county the organization of the postal system seemed simple.
At the beginning of 1860 there had been ten post offices in the county,
but one at College Mound had been discontinued in September, long before
the breakup of the Union. The Confederate government discontinued one
small office at Cedar Fork, in the vicinity of the present-day Hiram, and
left the remaining eight offices intact, four without a change in
postmasters: I ]
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CEDAR GROVE
KAUFMAN
KEMP
PRAIRIEVILLE
ROCK WALL
STOVER'S CROSS ROADS
TRINIDAD
W.C. Malone 28 Dec. 1861
* J .R. Wilson 6 Aug. 1861
B.l. Osborn 1 Feb. 1865
Richd O. Watkins 12 Nov. 1861
Jno. R. Johnson 5 Aug. 1861
* Frank Sullivan 18 JuI. 1861
* L.D. Stover 12 Jul. 1861
* P.H. Anthony 17 Jan. 1862
J.S. Dameron 13 Dec. 1864
TURNER'S POINT W.W. Royel 31 Jan. 1862
While Kaufman County's young men were marching off to war,life
changed at home as well. Older men took on responsibilities that had
shifted to younger shoulders. Farms and homes were run by women
without the support of husbands and older sons. Although most women
of that day had been accustomed to hard work, they soon found duties
to perform they had never faced alone.
The concern of everyone in the first months of the war was the sup·
port for the men in service. In August 1862, the commissioners' court
authorized an additional $1200 for delivery of supplies to "Kaufman
County soldiers serving in the C.S.A." In 1863 an order was issued for
supplies to be sent to men in Burford's and Parson's regiments.
The citizens of the county realized that there was another need to
be faced that was to be equally as critical as supplying the soldiers on dis-
tant battlefields. There were families at home in need of assistance.
The commissioners' minutes contain the names of women in all
precincts of the county who were indigent, or at least in need of oversight
by official visitors assigned by the court. The complete list gave a total
of 119 families in the category of potential need. The census of Kaufman
County for 1860 had listed 612 total households; before the war's end
one household in five was in need of assistance.
On August 21, 1862, pursuant to authorization of the legislature,
approved December 19, 1861, the court took the following action:
Ordered by the court that the amount of ten thousand dollars be
immediately issued in treasury bonds or warrants for war purposes
and for the benefit of the destitute families of persons who have been,
are now, or may hereafter be enrolled in the Army or Navy of the
state or Confederate service from the county of Kaufman, subject
to the discretion of the court. 14
In December a committee was appointed to visit homes in the various
precincts to ascertain the needs and authorize delivery of necessary supplies
immediately. A report showed a total of $648.60 in immediate assistance
was delivered to the needy families.
In February 1863, term of court it was further ordered that:
The visitors of the indigent soldier families are hereby instructed to
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make inquiry in their respective precincts of all those soldiers' families
who will require assistance in harvesting the next season, and it be
their further duty to advertise and procure hands for the same who
shall be paid out of the wheat and corn, and it is further ordered that
reasonable compensation shall be allowed to such visitors and their
services rendered. 15
In that same term the assessor-collector of taxes was ordered to assess
and collect a county war tax of 25' on each $100 worth of taxable property.
Throughout the 1863 the minutes of the commissioners' court draw
a vivid picture of the concerns of the citizens of the county. The war was
in its third year, and the price of every victory and defeat was beginning
to fall heavily on families back home:
... Hugh McCorkle allowed $130 for one bale of cotton for the use
of soldiers families ... Also to purchase ten bales at the price of 2/lb
_.. An appropriation of sixteen hundred, or so much as may be
necessary to cover the expenses in the purchase of 113 Jr. cotton cards
at $10 per Jr. and 100 Ibs. of powder and an equivalent proportion
of lead and percussion caps ... The price of the cloth to be issued to
the indigent families is hereby fixed at 56'12 cents to those families
without negroes and 86Y2 to those families having negroes, per yard
... W.D. Irvine, chief justice, authorized a trip to Huntsville to draw
cotton cards from penitentiary ... The visitors of the necessities of
the families in this county are authorized to procure proper houses
for the deposit of wheat and corn purchased for the use of said families
... Chief justice authorized to borrow as much money as may be needed
for purpose of paying for grain required for support of indigent
families. 16
Conditions throughout the Confederacy were deteriorating by the
beginning of 1864, and the story of that decline can be told in the condi-
tions in Kaufman County. People there realized that the physical destruc-
tion caused by the Union armies was far distant from their homes in Texas,
and this was a blessing not to be forgotten in their daily prayers, but the
pressures of wartime conditions created hardship nonetheless.
In February 1864, a ration of ammunition for home use was received
and ordered distributed on the basis of one half box of caps and one pound
of lead or shot per family. The caps were to be sold at $4 a box, lead
at 50C a pound, and the shot at $1 a pound _I 7
In June the county treasurer was ordered to exchange all non-interest
bearing $100 bills then in the treasury, or that may be in the treasury on
the last day of June, for four percent Confederate bonds. and that the
bonds were to be receivable from the treasurer at par for the amount of
the bonds. 18 On July 1 the treasurer reported $15,500 in Confederate bonds
were on hand in the treasury and that out of $10,079 in county script that
had been issued, $9771 was still in circulation. 19
In November, C.C. Nash was appointed by the court to deposit with
proper authorities in Dallas all the Confederate money of the "old issue"
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then on hand belonging to the county for the purpose of having the same
exchanged for the new issue. 2o
On January 6, 1865, the taxes in the county became even more
oppressive:
Ordered a tax of Y2 of 1010 to be levied on all property in Kaufman
County subject to taxation, including a license tax and tax on mer-
chandise as &hown on assessment rolls for 1864, and said tax to be
collected in specie or in Confederate money of the new issue at J5
for] in specie, or in state treasury warrants at 10 for 1 in specie. 21
In a gesture of desperation on April 4, 1865, the assessor-collector
was authorized to receive state treasury warrants at 25 C on the dollar in
payment of the special specie tax. 22 Within a few days General Robert
E. Lee surrendered at Appomatox and the total Confederate structure
collapsed soon afterward.
There was one magnificent gesture on the part of the citizens of
Kaufman County in these final tragic weeks. In January 1865, agents were
appointed by the court with authority to accept farm produce in payment
of taxes in sufficient quantities to serve the needs of the families under
the county's care. Prices as specified in the purchases were listed as follows:
corn, $1.00 per bushel; corn meal, $1.00 per bushel; wheat, $1.50 per
bushel; flour, 5' per pound; pork, 5' per pound; and bacon, IDe per
pound. 23
The duties of the agents authorized to purchase for the benefit of
indigent families were given these additional instructions:
The said agents are hereby prohibited from purchasing more firewood
than is absolutely necessary for the use of the families in his precinct,
which must be delivered by the taxpayer at such place or places as
said agent may designate. said wood to be paid for at the rates hereafter
mentioned:
For one mile, $1.00 a load; less than a mile, 75' a load; for each
additional mile, SOc to be added thereto. The loads of wood are
understood to be fair average loads for one yoke of &teers or two
horses.
It is further ordered that said agents may purchase beef in case
of necessity, but in no case more than is absolutely necessary, said
beef to be paid for at the rate of 2Y1 C for forequarter and 3C for
hindquarter. 24
How many men did Kaufman County send to fight in that tragic war
within the Union? How many were buried on alien soil in unmarked
graves? And how many succeeded in returning to loved ones to continue
their lives in the peace and security of their own firesides? No one knows.
In front of the courthouse in Kaufman is a monument to those who fought
in the war. Few who pass there today take the time to notice, but the
inscription engraved on its base expresses the appreciation and admira-
tion of a generation that could not forget all they had done and endured
so many years ago.
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Erected to the memory of the Confederate soldiers by the people of
Kaufman County.
Honor to their memory, glory to their cause and peace to their ashes.
They went down to battle at the command of their state, and fought
for their constitution, homes and firesides.
No soldiers ever fought more bravely on the field nor suffered greater
for their country.
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THE TEXAS CAVALRY'S RACE TO
REINFORCE ARKANSAS POST, JANUARY 1863
by Anne J. Bailey
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HYesterday was a busy time in camps," wrote Lieutenant George
Ingram of the Twelfth Texas Cavalry to his wife on January 2, 1863.
"Night before last we received orders to take up the line of March for
[Thomas C.] Hindman's army_ Yesterday was spent in making prepara-
tions for the trip but last night the order was countermanded.... "1 Indeed,
as the new year opened Theophilus H. Holmes, commander of the Trans-
Mississippi Department, recognized his dilemma. He needed to send rein-
forcements to Hindman's Confederates retreating after their battle at
Prairie Grove in northwest Arkansas just three weeks before, but with
a Federal army poised at Milliken's Bend above Vicksburg, he also feared
a possible offensive from the southeast. The situation all across Arkansas
appeared serious, but Ingram observed, "our leaders do not seem to be
alarmed. In all probability they are drawing the Feds in a trap."2 Yet
Holmes had concocted no stratagem. While he wavered, a massive force
from Ulysses S. Grant's Vicksburg expedition headed for Arkansas Post
on the lower Arkansas River with plans to destroy the menacing enemy
base located there. Only quick and decisive action by Holmes might save
the Confederates stationed at the fortification.
Holmes had almost 5,000 - mostly Arkansas and Texas soldiers -
at Fort Hindman. the Confederate bastion on the lower Arkansas River.
Among the troops stationed there under Brigadier General Thomas J.
Churchill was a Texas cavalry company from Harrison County led. by Cap-
tain Samuel J. Richardson. These men had arrived early in December and
had joined the Louisiana cavalrymen of t.M. Nutt and W.B. Denson on
picket duty. 3
Many Texans at Fort Hindman. located about forty miles from the
Mississippi River, regarded their position with foreboding. Captain Gil
McKay of the Seventeenth Texas. a friend of Sam Richardson from
Marshall, believed the fortifications totally unsuitable. Arkansas Post was,
in his opinion, "Ft. Donaldson No. 2..,4 A second member of the Seven-
teenth Texas, Marshall S. Pierson from Rusk County. agreed: "It was
my impression that we could not hold this position. "j Lieutenant Flavius
W. Perry of the same command joked: "This county was never made I
don't think for white people to live in, nothing but frogs and craw fish
can live here long.... I don't think the Yankees would have it if they could
get it. "6
Perry was correct. The Union commanders had no intention of taking
and holding Arkansas Post. Reducing the garrison, nevertheless, would
be a practical rehearsal for the more than 30,000 Federal troops waiting
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for Grant to resume his operations against Vicksburg. Major General John
A. McClernand quietly planned his expedition without notifying either
General-in-Chief Henry W. Helleck in Washington, or Grant, the depart-
ment commander.
McClernand had conceived an idea to recruit a special expedition of
midwestern troops to open the Mississippi River. When Halleck did not
appear interested, he turned to Abraham Lincoln for support. The presi-
dent not only liked the plan, but he admired McClernand's enthusiasm
and energy. As McClernand raised troops for the expedition down the
river, however, Halleck forwarded them to Memphis within Grant's
department.
Controversy plagued the expedition. Grant disliked the middle~aged
McClernand, whose only military experience had come in the Black Hawk
War. When the Civil War began McClernand received a commission as
brigadier general and served under Grant in actions against Fort Henry
and Fort Donelson. Yet his appointment, as the West Pointers knew,
resulted from his prominence in the Democratic Party in Illinois and not
his ability. And, after failing to block the retreat from Fort Henry as
ordered, the boisterous McClernand claimed credit for the victory. J
Grant did all he could to obstruct McClernand's control of the river
expedition. Although he disliked the politician-turned-general, he began
to favor the idea of a river approach to Vicksburg. To assure that
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McClernand did not lead such an operation, Grant placed William T. Sher-
man over the troops. McClernand angrily complained to Edwin M.
Stanton: "Either through the intention of the General-in-chief or a strange
occurrence of accidents, the authority of the President and yourself, as
evidenced by your acts, has been set at naught, and I have been deprived
of the command that had been committed to me. Its
Exasperated, McClernand decided to push his operation in spite of
all opposition; he knew he had the support of the president and did not
need any other approval. After the successful Confederate raid on Grant's
base at Holly Springs and Sherman's withdrawal from Chickasaw Bluffs,
McClernand decided the time had come to reclaim his troops. He
immediately moved to Sherman's camp at Milliken's Bend. As soon as
he arrived he assumed command and created the"Army of the Mississip-
pi," which he divided into corps under William T. Sherman and George
W. Morgan. The action he planned for these men, if he could prevail upon
Rear Admiral David D. Porter to commit his fleet to the scheme. would
be a coordinated land and naval attack up the Arkansas River to destroy
the Confederate fort at Arkansas Post. 9
As soon as McClernand convinced the Federal commanders to join
his operation, planning and implementation took scarcely over a week.
But first he had to coax Sherman to take part in the campaign. Then Sher-
man had to persuade David Porter, who thought McClernand a braggart
with little military ability. to agree to participate. McClernand's strategem,
as the movement commenced, was to outwit the Confederates at the post
by deceiving them as to the destination of Porter's fleet. To mislead the
Confederates he ordered the admiral to steam by the mouth of the Arkan-
sas and appear as if heading toward Helena or Memphis. But after bypass-
ing the Arkansas River Porter turned his vessels up the White River toward
a little used cut-off that led back to the arkansas below Fort Hindman.
On January 9 the navy docked three miles below the fort and, to the aston-
ishment of the Confederate scouts, began to debark thousands of men.
No one, especially Churchill and Holmes, had expected what appeared
to be Grant's entire army. 10
By the next morning McClernand's army was ready for an assault
on the Confederate bastion. One division lost its way in the swampy
countryside while trying to locate a road suitable for flanking the enemy
position and the soldiers had to retrace their steps and rejoin the main
column. While this division futilely wasted precious hours, the force
advancing directly at the fort drove Confederate defenders from the
outlying earthworks. But because McClernand could not position his army
to the satisfaction of all the commanders, the offensive stalled. By evening
McClernand decided to postpone the attack until the following day. 11
Churchill, whose orders were "to hold out till help arrived or until
all dead," immediately applied to Holmes for reinforcements. 12 This
anxious request caught Holmes off guard; he had few troops available
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to augment those at the beleaguered fortress. Churchill, therefore, had
to face the initial onslaught with only those under his command. Out-
numbered and bombarded by Porter's gunboats, whose artillery found
the Confederate line within easy range, Churchill ordered his defenders
to pull back to the rifle pits near the fort.
The Texas cavalry under Samuel Richardson played a crucial part
in this retreat. Captain Richardson, operating with the Louisiana cavalry,
covered the infantry's withdrawal toward the new position. Shot and shell
raked the Texans. Private William W. HeartsiIl recalled, "every tree con-
cealed a blue coat ... and 1 for one [was] dangerously scared." 1J
This was the first time under fire for many of the Texas horsemen.
When Captain Richardson ordered a halt he asked twenty-three-year old
Private Witt, "Luther wher's your hat?" Luther, who normally served
as bugler and was by occupation a painter, answered, "in the brush,"
and, he sheepishly continued, "Captain I've lost my Pistol too." Richard-
son, pulling himself up to his full six feet, narrowed his grey eyes and
sharply chided: "Uh, you MUST have been in a hurry." To the amuse-
ment of all Witt answered; "Yes, 1was trying to KEEP UP with my Cap-
tain.' '14
Reinforcements arrived during the night. Around 10:00 P.M. AU
Johnson and part of his spy company skillfully eluded the pickets stationed
along the Federal line and rode safely into the fort. Churchill quickly placed
Johnson, a Texan from McKinney, in command of all the cavalry,
although both men realized that without more help the less than fifty men
Johnson brought would be of little use. Heartsill thought Churchill made
a grave mistake; Richardson, ranking officer by over six-months, should
command the cavalry. But Heartsill's devotion to his own captain made
him forget that Johnson, who had served under Ben McCulloch. had
months of experience fighting in Arkansas that Richardson lacked. 15
Sunday morning dawned clear and beautiful; General Holmes, en
route to the post, had no idea that at that moment the Federal army oc-
cupied a position in front of Churchill's lines. Still believing reinforcements
could arrive in time, Holmes had ordered nearly all the troops in Arkansas
to march in that direction. Yet Thomas B. Smith, a captain in the Eleventh
Texas Infantry who breakfasted with Holmes, penned in his diary that
evening: "The General looks rather more savage this morning than
usual." 16
The Texas cavalrymen camped near Des Arc greeted the news of an
imminent campaign with marked excitement. William H. Parsons, who
commanded a brigade consisting of his own Twelfth Texas, the Twenty-
first Texas under George W. Carter, and the Nineteenth Texas led by
Nathaniel M. Burford, prepared to march south. When the men in Carter's
regiment heard the order to reinforce the post they received it by cheering
wildly and hastily began to clean their arms and accoutrements. Parsons'
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Twelfth Texas, after cooking two days's rations, had left for the post by
sunset on Saturday evening; the rest of the brigade followed at daylight
the next morning unaware that McClernand was at that time making
preparations for his assault. Martin M. Kenney, captain of Company K,
Twenty-first Texas, observed that the troops marched in a line two by
two that strung out across the prairie for miles. "A song would be started
at the head of the column," he recalled, "generally some old camp meeting
hymn which would be taken up all along the line to the rear." 17
Early Sunday afternoon, as the Confederate cavalry rode toward the
post, McClernand opened his attack. Porter's gunboats commenced
shelling while the infantry launched an assault. Two regiments that had
once served as cavalry under Colonel Carter manned the right of a line
that ran from the fort toward the bayou. Troops in the Twenty-fourth
and Twenty-fifth Texas cavalries (dismounted) carried a variety of arms,
including the Model 1841 or Mississippi Rifles and old flintlocks that the
government had converted hastily to percussion fire. Moreover. shotguns
were still the staple of many Texas troops. Because these weapons would
be useless at any distance, Churchill instructed the troops not to fire until
the enemy was well within range of the guns. IB F.e. Wilkes, a former
Methodist minister who was the colonel of the Twenty-fourth Texas,
ordered his men to wait and "shoot at their knees." 13
The attack began on the Confederate left, thus the Twenty-fourth
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and Twenty-fifth Texas did not feel the initial shock. When called upon
to reinforce the line nearest the bayou, half of the companies from each
of these two regiments moved toward the new position. But the firing had
become so fierce that the Texans found they had to crawl through the
trenches on their hands and knees. 2o
The bombardment from Porter's gunboat devastated the Confederate
position. As the constant shelling efficiently reduced the fort, fires erupted
in the wooden buildings and smoke choked soldiers trying to repel the
Federal advance. Samuel T. Foster of the Twenty-fourth Texas watched
the big square logs of the fort fly "about like they were fence rails." Iron
flew in every direction. 21 By mid-afternoon shells had so damaged the three
big guns defending the post that artillerists could not return fire or pre-
vent the gunboats from moving on their flank. Once Porter positioned
gunboats behind the defenders, the Confederates were caught between the
infantry and artillery in their front and the navy in their rear.
To many troops the situation seemed hopeless and further punish-
ment would only delay the inevitable. Samuel Foster heard someone on
his left cry out: "Hoist the white flag on the fort, - pass the word down
the line." No one asked "whether it was a legitimate order or not" and
no one knew where it had started. Reports said the flag first appeared
in Wilkes's Twenty-fourth Texas, and Foster observed: "In a few minutes
the Confederate flag is pulled down and a white flag run up on the flag
staff in the fort, and white handkerchiefs or shirt tails are hoisted on
ramrods and on guns all along the line as far as we can see ... in a minute
everything is as quiet as a meeting-house."n Someone in the Confederate
right occupied by Robert Garland's First Brigade, consisting of the Sixth
Texas Infantry, Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Texas dismounted
cavalries, William Harfs battery, and Denson's cavalry~ had signaled
surrender.
All of the commanders expressed surprise and anger. Furious that
the deed had occurred in his brigade. Garland blamed the men in Twenty-
fourth Texas. He believed that the "white flag which thus treacherously
deceived the rest of the command was raised" by Wilkes's regiment of
di,smounted cavalry. His own regiment, the Sixth Texas, had "refused to
raise the white flag or to pass the word up the line.... ttH Colonel James
Deshler, commanding the Second Brigade, reported. ,.knowing that it was
General Churchill's determination to fight to desperation, I did not think
it possible that a surrender could be intended .... "14 Churchill added that
after watching the flags appear in the midst of the Twenty-fourth Texas,
"I was forced to the humiliating necessity of surrendering the balance of
the command. "B
Churchill had hoped to hold out until help arrived but the hierarchy
had waited too long before deciding to reinforce him. By the time Par-
sons' command reached the Arkansas River on Tuesday, news arrived that
the post had surrendered Sunday evening. Henry Orr of the Twelfth
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Texas Cavalry, whose two brothers were among those captured, bitterly
admonished: "The infantry censure Gen. Holmes for not getting [John
G.] Walker's Division at the Post before Churchill was compelled to SUT-
render."26 John Truss firmly believed: "If we could have got there we
could have held the post in spite of all their efforts. Our forces was too
much scattered. "27
Although Holmes's ineffectual attempt to aid Churchill's troolJs
failed, not all the Confederates were captured. Many defenders had fled
from the post before the enemy soldiers cut off all lines of retreat. Mar-
shall Pierson, when he heard, "We are surrounded!," immediately
shouldered his double-barrel shotgun and began walking toward the bayou
on the west side of the fort. And. without having a shot fired at him, con-
tinued on until he reached the Confederate lines. 211
Surrender! Such an ignominious end. William Heartsill moaned: "If
the Cavalry had been with their horses when the white flag was run up,
we could all have escaped; but by the time that our boys reached their
horses from the ditches, the Yankee Cavalry was around in our rear. "29
Henry Orr, who later inspected the fortifications where his brothers had
fought, concluded: "I have no doubt but half of them could have escaped
after the fort was surrendered, but perhaps thought they would be paroled
or shortly exchanged." 30
For those who remained, relinquishing their possessions proved a
gloomy task. To cavalrymen, the surrender of their cherished mounts was
distressing. Many Confederates, however, refused to relinquish their
sidearms; instead they threw them into the muddy waters of the stagnant
bayou as their captors approached.) I
Upriver chaos followed the fall of the post. When Thomas Smith
arrived near Pine Bluff he heard that Churchill had surrendered and the
army expected Federal cavalry in the city by sundown. 32 Rumors
multiplied; travelers just as often swore the fort still held out. Confirma-
tion of the capitulation came from enemy soldiers - prisoners captured
as hungry Federals foraged the countryside near Porter's fleet. 31
Confusion gave way to despair, anxious anticipation to uneasiness.
The Texas cavalry, camped on the banks of the Arkansas River, waited
for Holmes' next order. Captain Martin Kenney remarked: "There were
no more songs in our camp after these dismal tidings reached us, the sky
was overcast with dark and threatening clouds. and the men prowled
gloomily about the glaring camp fires .... " They had no time to rest; at
midnight orders came for the brigade to move south of the river. Scarcely
had one company crossed on the ferry before a storm hit that extinguished
all the torches and made further movement impossible. With no shelter
near, the men huddled on their horses and waited for daylight. The rain
poured in icy cold torrents and filled their boots and soaked their blankets.
The Texans tried to shout and joke, but the rain outlasted even the most
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resolute; long before daylight all stood freezing and silent. Kenney looked
at his men. "the little band of wet and shivering soldiers hovered on the
bank, with most of their ammunition wet and their trembling horses
standing humped up," and pondered. They seemed a forlorn defense, he
mused, "against the countless host of the foe in warm and waterproof
clothing and comfortably housed on their iron boats."34
Daylight proved no better. The command finally crossed the river,
but it rained steadily all day with no chance for anything to dry. Kenney
finally found an abandoned house where he took his company for relief
from the bitter cold. The men scarcely had built a fire before the bugle
sounded "to horse" and then "forward." He recalled: "I do not know
when I hated to leave anything as bad as I did that fire, but there was
no help for it, the men took it cheerfully enough, they were eating their
dinner, but in five minutes we were in ranks again." They moved only
a short distance before camping again and finishing their meals. Yet the
rain never ceased and when someone found a cache of whiskey the cap-
tains decided to issue it to the freezing men. But, as Kenney soon realized,
"there was either a little too much of it, or long abstinence made them
susceptible to its influence for when we started you would have thought
that we were driving a herd of wild cattle."3$
The weather frustrated their movement and seemed to taunt the
miserable troops. As the effect of the whiskey died out it left the men
colder than before. The brigade camped on a plantation where the
horsemen took shelter in vacant slave dwellings with one company
quartered in each cabin. Kenney, with forty men, decided to allow ten
inside at once. But, he recalled, "the thirty outside froze faster than the
ten inside could thaw and so we passed a miserable night; after dark it
turned to a snow and snowed all night and all next day, being near a foot
deep.".l6 John Truss grumbled as he sat astride his horse: "It was even
in my boot tops. "37
Both infantry and cavalry suffered. At daylight, when Kenney~s men
left their little hut, they passed the infantry and artillery struggling with
"a helpless situation in mud knee deep."38 In the camp of Walker's Texans,
known to the infantrymen as "Camp Freeze Out, II the soldiers built for-
tifications of mud, snow. ice. 39 "There we lay for six or seven days without
tents and with but little food," lamented John Simmons of the Twenty-
second Texas Infantry, "amid snow eight inches deep, with but one blanket
apiece, shivering around our campfires. lIco When the cavalry arrived at
Walker's camp, the troops relieved the tired infantry pickets from duty
just in time to suffer another downpour which began in the evening and
continued all night, turning the snow to slush.
Fortunately, and much to the surprise of everyone~ the Army of the
Mississippi retreated. Although the expedition had proved successful it
had angered Grant, who had complained to Halleck: "Genl. McClernand
has fallen back to White river and gone on a wild goose chase.... "41 And
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to McClernand, Grant protested: "I do not approve of your move on the
'Post of Arkansas,' while the campaign against Vicksburg is in abeyance."
"Unless you are acting under authority not derived from me," he con-
tinued, "keep your command where it can soonest be assembled for the
renewal of the attack on Vicksburg. "42
The Federal commanders bitterly attacked each other. McClernand
lamented to Lincoln just a few days after the operation: "My success here
is gall and wormwood to the clique of West Pointers who have been
persecuting me for months."'} And to Grant, McClernand pointedly
penned: "I take the responsibility of the expedition against Post Arkan-
sas, and had anticipated your approval of the complete and signal suc-
cess which crowned it, rather than your condemnation."44 But as Admiral
Porter pointed out, McClemand "actually had nothing to do with the
management of the Army, and was down four miles below the forts dur-
ing all the operations. Sherman was virtually the military commander. "41
Ironically, the weather proved an advantage to the Confederate
defenders waiting at Pine Bluff for the Federal attack. Although Saint
Charles, Clarendon, Devall's Bluff, and Des Arc fen to Brigadier General
Willis A. Gorman, he could not pursue his advantage. He found the
railroad from Devall's Bluff to Little Rock in good running condition,
but the low marshy country between the two points was "one vast sheet
of water."46 The snow, melting rapidly, made any advance impossible.
And Grant pointedly instructed McClernand, "Unless there is some object
not visible at this distance your forces should return to Millikin's Bend
or some point convenient for operating on Vicksburg .... H47
The race for Arkansas Post had ended. It was, as McClernand
insisted, a singular success for the Federal army. United States forces had
captured almost 5,000 Confederates; approximately seventy Southerners
had died in the fighting and nearly two hundred suffered wounds. Many
more Rebels would succumb on the vessels transporting them to northern
prison camps as intense cold aggravated those sick and wounded. 4s
Most Confederates in Richardson's Rifles and Johnson's Spy Com-
pany captured at the post never returned to the Trans-Mississippi Depart-
ment. After a brief confinement in nonhern prison camps they were ex-
changed and assigned to Braxton Bragg's Army of Tennessee as dis-
mounted cavalry. A few fortunate officers returned to Holmes's depart-
ment - Captain Richardson was among the lucky ones sent back. Others,
members of the rank and file such as William Heartsill, simply left without
permission and moved west. Henry Orr wrote to his sister in June: "A
few of Johnson's Spy Company have passed here enroute for their com-
pany east of White River; say they were in the battle on Big Black near
Vicksburg. lt49
Yet these troops would not rejoin AU Johnson. This perspicacious
Texas scout had died less than a month after the surrender. He had become
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ill on the ship transporting the Confederate prisoners upriver and was
among those taken off at St. Louis. He died at the City General Hospital
on February 7, so Heartsill, who learned of this in May, recorded in his
diary, "by his death the Confederacy has lost one of her best Officers
- A BRAVE MAN HAS FALLEN."S'
The loss at Arkansas Post was a severe blow and the surrender of
5,000 troops out of the department was a painful setback. But it only ac-
centuated a more serious problem plaguing the Trans-Mississippi Depart-
ment. The ease with which the Federal army had swept down upon Fort
Hindman was a psychological victory which had potent impact on the
civilian population as well as the military leaders in Little Rock. Hind-
man's retreat from Prairie Grove in December, followed by Churchill's
capture in January, troubled Confederates all throughout the region. By
March, Secretary of War James A. Seddon complained that "the most
deplorable accounts reach the department of the disorder, confusion, and
demoralization everywhere prevalent, both with the armies and people of
that State." Holmes, who had failed to gather his infantry and cavalry
in time to save the troops at Fort Hindman, had "lost the confidence and
attachment of all .... "51
Many Confederates believed their presence at the post might have
made a significant difference. In reality Holmes did not have sufficient
force in his department in turn back the combined naval and ground at-
tack aimed at the fort. Yet these Southern cavalrymen's only encounter
with Federal soldiers. when Samuel Curtis marched his army through
Arkansas in June and July of 1862, had given them a false sense of
superiority. In that campaign the Texas cavalry. led by Colonel Parsons,
had protected LittJe Rock successfully. But Curtis's "Army of the
Southwest," tired and hungry after a long campaign, had been one-tenth
the size of McClernand's well-fed and well-supplied "Army of the
Mississippi." Had both Parsons' cavalry and Walker's infantry joined
Churchill in time to take part in the fighting there was almost no chance
they could have changed the outcome. Indeed, Confederates west of the
Mississippi had little chance of changing anything. The fall of Arkansas
Post was only an indication of the rapidly deteriorating conditions all
throughout the department.
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Mrs. Linda
Cross of Tyler
Junior College
began her year as
President of the
Association on
September 23.
1989. Linda Cross
is a native of
Smith County,
and continues to
live and work
there. She received
a baccalaureate
and a master of
arts degree from
Stephen F. Austin
State University.
Active in local
history projects,
she has served as
president of the
Smith County
Historical Society.
She also served on
the Board of
Directors of the
Association before being elected Second Vice President l and on the board
of the Carnegie History Center.
Mrs. Cross was assistant editor of Tyler and Smith County Texas:
An Historical Survey, a United States Bicentennial project (1976), and
co-author of A History of Tyler Junior CoJ1ege, 1927-1986. She has been
a member of the faculty of the Department of History at Tyler Junior
College since 1974. In 1987, she was the Piper Professor nominee from
her institution and also the Case nominee for outstanding teacher in the
United States. In 1985 Linda received the Ottis Lock Award from the
Association for Excellence in Teaching at a two-year institution, and in
1988 was the recipient of a Lock Research Grant for work on an oral
history project concerning veterans of World \Var n and Viet Nam. In
1989 she received an award for excellence in teaching through The Univer-
sity of Texas.
Mrs. Cross is married to Jerry Cross. They are the parents of Mrs.
Suzanne Shelton and Kelly, and reside on a farm near New Chapel Hill.
Others elected to positions of leadership include Ron Hufford. Texas
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Forestry Association, First Vice President; Bill O'Neal, Panola Junior Col-
lege, Second Vice President; and Board of Directors members: Garna
Christian, University of Houston-Downtown; Cecil Harper. Texas State
Historical Association, Austin; and Marion Holt. Lamar University.
Important decisions regarding the future of the Association resulted
from the Annual Meeting held in Nacogdoches on September 22-23, 1989.
President Gwin Morris announced that as soon as feasible the Journal
will be increased to a 1oo-page format, and when practical future meetings
will feature Friday-morning sessions and other activities on Saturday after-
noon. A Development Committee was created to plan for the financial
future of the Association, and henceforth all life memberships will be
designated for a Permanent ,Endowment Fund. A new dues structure was
adopted by the Board:
a. Regular $15.00
b. Student 8.00
(Note: the following are optional, sustaining level memberships)
c. Sustaining 25.00
d. Patron 50.00
e. Benefactor 100.00
f. Institutional 100.00
(Note: the following are optional, life membership levels)
g. Life Member 250.00
h. Life-Patron Member 500.00
i. Life-Benefactor Member 750.00
j. Life-Grand Benefactor Member 1,000.00
(Note: Life memberships may be paid in installments of $125 each.)
Items three through ten are provided for those who want to help the
Association's endowment grow so its services to the membership and to
Eastern Texas history can grow.
The Board also set the registration fee for the Spring meeting in
Galveston at $15 and $10 thereafter. The fee in Galveston will provide
a cruise in Galveston Bay on HThe Colonel" and a reception on Friday.
An optional tour of several historical sites in Galveston, with reception,
is planned for Saturday afternoon. Details about the meeting will be
forthcoming.
The North American Society for Sport History will hold its Eighteenth
Annual Convention at Banff, Alberta, Canada, on May 26-29, 1990. Those
interested in presenting a paper or organizing a session should contact or
submit abstracts by December 1,1989, to: Prof. Robert K. Barney, Faculty
of Physical Education, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario,
Canada N6A 3K7.
OUf good friend and member Haynes Dugan, of Shreveport,
Louisiana. has published "C'etait La Nuit De Noel Et Tout N'AlJait Pas
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Bien," in C.R.I.B.A., 1989, INFO, published by Centre De Recherches
de D'lnformations Sur. I think it is about the Battle of the Bulge, but
it has been thirty years since I passed my French exam at L.S.&U., so
I may be wrong.
As a guide for contributors, the following is a brief account of how
we prefer to receive manuscripts. Please consult the Chicago Manual of
Style when preparing a manuscript. We do have a few quirks, but if any
appear they can be handled easily here. Please send only typed manuscripts
on either clear ribbon or letter-quality printer (no dot matrix, please!).
There should be twenty-five lines per page, double spaced, including quota-
tions and notes. Notes should appear at the end of the article. Number
all pages, including notes, consecutively. We are able to use some
photographs and illustrations; they should be captioned when submitted.
The author is responsible for obtaining necessary permission for publica-
tion of illustrations of all kinds. Manuscripts are read upon receipt and
returned for revisions when necessary. They are not placed in rotation
for publication until returned with revisions completed. Several things bear
significantly upon the date of publication: priority of receipt, topic. and
length. We ask all contributors to be patient and to be assured that all
articles accepted will be published as soon as possible.
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BOOK NOTES
A number of books have come our way that are of special interest
to some of our readers. A few are:
A special issue of the Gulf Coast Historical Review, Volume 4, No.
2, which is devoted to the Civil War and Reconstruction on the Gulf Coast.
The issue contains twelve articles on the War and four on Reconstruction
by outstanding scholars. Copies may be obtained from Gulf Coast
Historical Review, History Department, Humanities 344, University of
South Alabama, Mobile, AL 36688. Price is $8. Michael Thomason is
Managing Editor of GCHR.
Another book on the War is Stewart Sifakis' Who "las Who in the
Civil War. Its subtitle tells what is in it: "A comprehensive, illustrated
biographical reference to more than 2,500 of the principal Union and Con-
federate participants in the War between the States." There are nearly
800 pages of these biographies, and there is an index. Obtain from Facts
on File, Inc., 460 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016.
Although the above deal to a degree with Texas~ the following are
pure Texana: A Short History ofAustin College, by Edward Hake Phillips.
is a fine example of a college history and a labor of love. Ed sent along
a note saying that he wishes to dedicate the book to "all who shared the
Austin College Experience," but others will be interested as well.
Flags of Texas, by Charles E. Gilbert, Jr., with illustrations by James
Rice, (Pelican Publishing Company, P.O. Box 189, Gretna, LA 70053)
$12.95 Hardcover, contains a concise history of early Texas and descrip-
tions and illustrations of thirty-three flags associated with Texas History.
Writers' Guide to Texas Markets, edited by Georgia Kemp Caraway
(University of North Texas Press, P.O. Box 13856, Denton, TX 76203)
$14.95, will be useful to all who try to get their words into print for fun
and/or profit. Especially interesting is Chapter II, HWords of Wisdom
from 'them that does it.' ..
And some interesting data for "them that does it" can be found in
Texas Fact Book, 1989, edited by Rita J. Wright and Lisa Sparkman
(Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712).
Maps, graphs, charts and I don~t know what all are used to provide various
data about contemporary Texas.
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EATS: A Folk History of Texas Foods, by Ernestine Sewell Linck
and Joyce Gibson Roach (who is among my favorite writers of humor
and other stories about Texas women), is pure delight. It is part history,
part folklore, part a lot of things, all of them interesting or fun or both.
If it has to do with what Texans have eaten, will eat, or won't eat, you
will find something about it in this book. There are even recipes for some
things, useful and interesting illustrations, and some of the best anecdotes
you will likely encounter in print. Books may be ordered through Texas
A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843. Price is
$23.50.
South of the Border, by John Byrne Cooke (Bantam Books, 666 Fifth
Ave., New York, NY 10103), is a yarn based on the supposition that Butch
Cassidy survived his reported death in South America and lived until the
19305 under various names. The specific adventures related here are told
by Charlie Siringo, the famed writer of Westerns. Cooke told the story
through Siringo, a real-life writer and a real cowboy, as a device to sug-
gest what might have happened. He takes real people and places them
in events and locales they actually visited, although not necessarily at the
same time and under the same circumstances as are presented in this story.
It makes for entertaining reading, especially for those who like old-time
cowboy tales. Cooke affects the writing style of the real Siringo success-
fully. In this story J Robert Leroy Parker, alias Butch Cassidy (Leroy
Roberts for most of this story) leaves his hiding place in the Northwest
to travel to Mexico where he plans to resume his real identity despite the
consequences. Through a series of incidents he joins a movie crew in
Hollywood and travels with them to Mexico to help with a film based on
the activities of Pancho Villa. There are harrowing escapes from both
rurales, federales, and Villistas, and true love triumphs when Butch mar-
ries the film's star and then robs one more bank to save her father's home.
Never mind that none of this probably happened; like I said, it is a good
story and makes for fun reading.
Battle Cry ofFreedom, by James M. McPherson, (Oxford University
Press, by Ballantine Books, Div. of Random House, New York, NY)
$14.95, has much going for it. For one thing, it won the Pulitzer Prize;
for another, it is the most recent general book on the American Civil War
by one of the distinguished scholars in that field. Battle Cry of Freedom
is one of a series of books edited by C. Van Woodward that will repre-
sent a new look at all of American history. Opening chapters trace the
deepening division between the sections, correctly placing slavery right
in the middle of the conflict. The main body of the book is a narrative
of the events of the war I with appropriate interpretation and due atten-
tion to character analysis of the players in this great American drama.
A concluding epilogue is even more interpretative. It takes other scholars
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to task to explain why the North won and why the South lost. Foot notes
are both reference and explanatory, and an excellent bibliography con-
cludes the book. This is a complete history of its period. While due atten-
tion is paid to political and military events, I found McPherson's coverage
of economic and social history even more informative. I recommend the
book without reservation, while not necessarily agreeing with all of its
interpretations; in fact, I intend to use it as a text in my course on the War.
Education For The Future: Addresses from a Public Symposium
(Texas Committee for the Humanities, 100 Neches, Austin. TX 78701)
P. 63. $4.~ presents published addresses delivered to a symposium spon-
sored by the TCH on November 14, 1988. They concentrate on education
and needs in the field for the next century. Papers included were prepared
by State Treasurer Ann Richards, State Senator Bill Haley, House of
Representative members Wilhelmina Delco and Ralph Wallace, and Dr.
Francis E. Abernethy, Professor of English at Stephen F. Austin State
University and a member of the TCH. The past chair, Ellen Temple of
Lufkin. contributed an introduction to the published papers and presided
at the symposium. TCH Director James F. Veninga provided a preface
and afterword. Richards' essay is both humorous and thought-provoking;
those by other political figures are not humorous, but will still make you
think; Ab's paper will make you worry. His review of the many reasons
why we need to understand the Orient and the world of Islam make a
plea into an imperative. I urge all our members to read this slender volume.
Finally, in the way of humor and philosophy. we also received Mama
Was a Can Man, Papa was a Christian, by Harry Wayne Addison (Pelican
Publishing Company, P.O. Box 189, Gretna, LA 70053) $9.95 Hardcover,
a sage/humorist from Louisiana. Mama was a conman because during
the Depression she served tripe and called it deep-sea fish, and papa was
a Christian because he could say the blessing over left-over tripe. Of course.
you have to know what tripe is to appreciate the title, but this is not the
case with the book. Any who remember the Depression will find that these
reminiscences will sound rich cords of memory in the mind and in the heart.
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Indian Wars and Pioneers of Texas. By John Henry Brown. (State House
Press, P.O. Box 15247, Austin, TX 78761), 1988.216 Photographs.
Index. P. 182. $125.00.
This huge work (weight five pounds) is a facsimile edition of J .H.
Brown's encyclopedic history of the Indian wars and many pioneers of
Texas. It is not a book to be read for enjoyment but is more a reference
tool. As such the first 100 pages deal primarily with combat with Indians.
The balance is composed of brief biographical sketches of men (and a
very few women) whom Brown perceived as "actors from the solitary
explorer of seventy years ago to the men of to-day." [P. 3]
Of the hundreds of biographies provided, many are of well known
Texans such as Sam Houston, James Bowie, and Richard King. Others
were either men known to Brown whom he felt were significant or were
friends whom he honored by including in his book. All areas of society
are represented - political, military, commercial, medical, literary, etc.
The figures who gained notoriety in Texas history as outlaws or criminals
are shunned - rightfully so in keeping with Brown's stated purpose.
Brown knew his subject well as he himself had participated in various
Indian campaigns on the frontier, serving as a volunteer under Captain
Jack Hays. He later served on the staff of Henry E. McCulloch in the
Civil War. Many of the personalities who appear in the work he knew
personally.
As a reference work Brown's history serves as a precursor to the
Handbook of Texas, although the former is almost exclusively limited to
biography. Unfortunately an introduction or preface to this edition is
lacking. It would have been of great interest to be provided with a bio-
graphical sketch of Brown himself (he modestly allowed his name to be
mentioned in the text a scant four times!). It would have been of interest
to learn about Brown's method of preparing his history. whether it was
a solitary effort of his own or if many others contributed. It would have
been of interest to know if Brown had certain standards for inclusion in
his history. With no preface to this edition the readers may be somewhat
disappointed that it is still strictly the John Henry Brown edition with no
new material other than a complete index.
Nevertheless, State House Press has presented a beautiful edition of
Texana. In the reasonably priced and limited edition of 750 copies, it too
will soon become out of print.
Chuck Parsons
South Wayne, Wisconsin
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Hasinai. A Traditional History of the Caddo Confederacy. By Vynola
Beaver Newkumet and Howard L. Meredith. (Texas A&M University
Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843), 1989. Bibliography.
Index. P. 144. $16.95 Hardcover.
The Hasinal: A Traditional History of the Caddo Confederacy relates
to the Indians who occupied lands extending from Louisiana into eastern
Texas and the lower margins of Arkansas and Oklahoma. Following the
Texas Revolution the lndians were placed on the Brazos Indian Reserva-
tion. In 1859 they were moved to Oklahoma Territory.
This book, in eleven chapters, provides a history of the Caddo Indians
through a description of related tribal dances which take place at the Caddo
Tribal complex near Binger. Oklahoma, during the summer. Each dance,
re-enacted in a cycle of dances that fill one night, deals with the origins
of the Caddo. hunting, agriculture, architecture, clothing, family relation-
ship, tribal relationships, foreign relationships, health, language, contem-
porary affairs, and historical perspectives. In the dances~ history is given
of the tribe from earliest times to the final move to Indian Territory.
Only a few persons survive who know the history of the Caddo.
Fortunately the record is preserved by Vynola Beaver Newkumet, a
Hasinai, who died in 1982, and Howard L. Meredith, a student of Amer-
ican Indian studies. The authors visited early Hasinai sites, researched
archival depositories and manuscript collections, and examined the primary
printed materials relating to the Caddo Confederacy from earliest times
to the present.
Hasinai has valuable illustrations, a Hasinai/English glossary,
bibliography, and suggestions for further reading.
Arrell Morgan Gibson, of the University of Oklahoma, provided the
foreword and wrote that "Caddo peoples survive as a vital, functioning
community in the American nation" and that "this book exults in the
Caddo deliverance."
Dorman H. Winfrey
Austin, Texas
Through Indian Country to California. John P. Sherburne's Diary of the
Whipple Expedition, 1853-1854. By Mary McDougall Gordon, Editor.
(Stanford University Press. Stanford, CA 94305-2235), 1988. Illustra-
tions. Photos. Maps. Index. P. 285. $24.50 Hardcover.
A member of a historic, honored New Hampshire family l twenty-
one year old Thomas Pitts Sherburne received appointment in 1853 as "a
meteorological observer and computer" to the Thirty-fifty Parallel Pacific
Railroad Survey led by his remarkably talented brother-in-law, Lieutenant
Amiel Weeks Whipple of the Corps of Topographical Engineers.
Nepotism? Probably. But Sherburne neither wanted nor got special
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treatment. He played a role in the scientifically exciting t government-
sponsored exploration of the American west, and left a good account of
the territory along the proposed railroad route from Fort Smith, Arkansas,
to Los Angeles, California. For Texas readers, Sherburne's descriptions
of the Canadian River country are especially valuable.
Although permitted to "resign" from West Point for twice failing
the third-year examination in chemistry, Sherburne the explorer attended
to his meteorological duties conscientiously t observed sharply, and greeted
hardships of the trail and delights of New Mexican fandangos with equally
high spirits.
Editor Gordon wields a restrained, wise pen, allowing Sherburne to
speak for himself, but he amplified the text with rather elaborate foot-
noting and insertions of clarifying quotations from other accounts,
including Whipple's. A biographical appendix sketches personalities
mentioned by Sherburne and an inexhaustive but adequate bibliography
supports the whole.
Sherburne's life and his great adventure are placed in perspective
through the editor's introduction and afterword, which suggest that his
youthful adventure on the Thirty-fifth Parallel was the grandest moment
of an often trouble-plagued life span of only forty-eight years.
Frederick W. Rathjen
West Texas State University
The San Antonio Missions and Their System of Land Tenure. By Felix
D. Almaraz, Jr. (University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX
78713), 1989. Photos. Maps. Bibliography. Index. P. 100. $12.95.
This book is the outgrowth of a contract study for the National Park
Service. The final report, says the authort "underwent thorough revision
and refinement, It and information was added to make this thin volume,
the text portion of which runs to only fifty-nine pages.
The basic thrust is a tracing of the mission lands 1 title history from
the first assignment of custody by the Spanish Crown to secularization
and transfer to private ownership. The subject might have been covered
adequately and less tediously in an article without the oft-repeated mission
facts not directly related to land tenure.
Professor Almaraz utilized a considerable amount of original material,
especially from Bexar County archives and deed records, San Antonio City
Council minutes, and records in the San Antonio city clerk's office. At
the core is a body of information that scarcely has been touched by
previous researchers in Texas mission history. Better copy editing could
have rendered it more easily digestible.
Robert S. Weddle
Bonham, Texas
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The Brothers of Uterica. By Benjamin Capps. (Southern Methodist
University Press, Box 415. Dallas. TX 75275), 1988. P. 315. $22.50
Cloth. $10.95 Paper.
The utopian communities of mid-nineteenth century America were
intriguing, noble experiments, yet most were failures. This novel is the
story of three hundred Socialists - French, German, and a few Americans
- who attempted to establish a utopian village on the plains of northeast
Texas. Their less than idyllic community was dubbed "Uterica," a
neogolism created from the words Utopia and America.
The author introduces the reader to several of Uterica's atypical
settlers: Brother Bossereau, the idealistic French leader of the group; Mr.
Finch, the hard-headed outsider hired to organize the colony's agricultural
efforts; Dr. Valentin, a man who wishes to wrestle control from Bossereau
and establish a totalitarian regime; and Miss Harriet Edwards, a feminist
who is only interested in the implementation of her ideas, not the goals
of the society.
Brother Langley, the narrator, is involved in the lives of all the major
characters and themes of the novel. Through his eyes, Uterica's one year
of continuous problems are recorded - crop failures, heat, storms. cattle
stampedes, murder, apathy, and Indian troubles. He alone seems to
understand the strong personalities within the society and the subsequent
conflicts that lead to the eventual failure of the project.
The reader may find it difficult to sustain interest in the novel. There
are an abundance of unique story lines, but overall the novel lacks life.
Perhaps Langley's journal entries and Bossereau's speeches are too tedious
and lengthy. The lackluster narrator may be the culprit; he is too passive.
A more exciting work may have resulted if Miss Harriet Edwards or even
Jean Charles Bossereau had served as the narrator. Still, the novel is unique
in its setting. and Capps is adept at describing Texas topography and
weather conditions.
Jonathan Jeffrey
University of Maryland
Turn Your Eyes Toward Texas. Pioneers Sam and Mary Maverick. By
Paula Mitchell Marks. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C,
College Station, TX 77843), 1989. Bibliography. Photos, Index. P.
323. $27.50 Hardcover.
In this account of a notable husband and wife in nineteenth century
Texas, male and female roles on the frontier are explored. Sam Maverick,
from a South Carolina merchant family, had been educated at Yale.
Seeking land in Texas, he joined the Texan capture of San Antonio in
1835. He then served in the independence convention the next spring. In
Alabama he wed Mary Adams and they returned to Texas in 1838.
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Maverick became a successful land speculator, attorney, mayor of San
Antonio, and participant in the Council House Fight with Comanches.
After capture by Mexican troops in 1842, Maverick spent six months as
a prisoner. Then in the Texas Congress, he opposed Sam Houston.
While in Congress, Maverick moved his family to the coast. His trips
for business, surveying, and politics often left his wife to raise their family.
When four of ten childred died in the 18405 and 185&. Maverick became
withdrawn, while Mary turned to introspection and spiritualism. They
returned to San Antonio and he promoted railroads and education while
opposing the Know Nothings. Though a longtime unionist, Maverick sup-
ported secession and had three sons serve the Confederacy. Despite the
war, he retained most of his land until his death in 1870. The author dispels
myths of Maverick as the greatest land owner and cattleman in Texas.
Mary remained active in church and historical groups until she died in 1898.
Paula Marks' style is readable and her original research is sound,
though some useful secondary works are not cited. The term "Mexicans"
for Tejanos is debatable, and there are minor errors such as distances.
There were not more volunteers from the United States than Texans at
the battle for San Antonio. The general interpretation of Reconstruction
lacks balance. More important, however, the author develops clear
portraits of both Mavericks, which makes the volume a significant con-
tribution to regional and family history.
Alwyn Barr
Texas Tech University
Anson Jones, The Last President. By Herbert Gambrell. (University of
Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713), 1988. Index. P. 530.
$12.95 Paperback.
The Raven, A Biography ofSam Houston. By Marquis James. (University
of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713), 1988. Illustrations.
Maps. Index. P. 487. $10.95 Paper.
The University of Texas Press recently published in paperback two
books regarded by many as classics in Texas history. These books were
Herbert Gambrell's Anson Jones. The Last President of Texas, first
published in 1947, and Marquis James's Pulitzer Prize winning biography.
The Raven: A Biography of Sam Houston. published originally in 1929.
Recent scholarship and time have not substantially diminished the
significance of these important works. In one of the great biographies of
Texas history. Gambrell penetrated the mind and actions of that unsuccess-
ful doctor who migrated to Texas. Here in 1833, Jones found success.
His medical practice prospered, and people of his district elected Jones
to Congress in the Texas Republic. His focus on education, transportation.
and medicine soon turned to foreign relations. As minister to the United
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States, Jones became the "Architect of Annexation. lt Later serving as
Texas' Secretary of State. both Jones and President Sam Houston sought
to obtain either an annexation offer from the United States or Mexican
recognition of Texas independence. As the last president of the Texas
Republic, Jones presented Texas with these alternatives, and the people
chose statehood. While blessed with prosperity, Jones sought future service
and fame which eluded him. Deeply hurt, he came to a tragic end in 1858.
If history is the attempt to answer questions about human actions done
in the past - and I think it is - then Gambrell performed the historian's
art with brilliant penetrating insight, wisdom. and humor.
The Raven was the best biography of Sam Houston until the ap-
pearance of Llerena Friend's more objective Sam Houston, The Great
Designer, in 1954. James portrayed the complex, controversial Houston
with a flare of romanticism. Soldier, Cherokee, Tennessee politician,
Houston crossed the "muddier Rubicon" into Texas just a few months
before the arrival of Anson Jones. A man with charisma, sometimes
uninhibited, with alcohol problems and some painful love experiences,
Houston became commander-in-chief of the Texas army and led Texans
to victory at the Battle of San Jacinto. Twice president of the Texas
Republic. and a unionist. Houston served as United States senator and
governor. With historic grandeur, James captured the spirit of Houston
for the reader. The Raven is good history and good literature.
All people who are interested in Texas history - from the casual
reader to the serious scholar - should read Anson Jones and The Raven.
Irvin M. May JI.
Blinn College at Bryan-College Station
A House Divided. Sectionalism and Civil War, 1848-1865. By Richard
H. SewelL (John Hopkins University Press. 701 West 40th Street,
Suite 275, Baltimore. MD 21211),1988. Bibliography. Index. P. 221.
$9.95 Paper. $29.50 Hardcover.
A House Divided. Sectionalism and Civil War, 1848-1865, is a study
of the geopolitics of the period preceding the Civil War.
Hundreds of authors have given the world millions of words on
various battles, generals, and political issues of the conflict between two
incompatable societies. The basic context of "A House Divided." is the
focus of slavery as the root of sectionalism and, ultimately the' 'dark and
blood ground" of American history.
Richard Sewell traces the growth of bitter sectional discord in the years
after 1848, when the acquisition of new American territories rekindled
old controversies over the expansion of slavery. A series of compromises
forestalled the crisis of secession but increasingly divided the country along
slavery's lines. But the plain fact of the matter was that the North and
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South had become so different - so damnably incompatible and
antagonistic - that no amount of political ingenuity could avail.
President Jefferson Davis himself privately referred to slavery as an
"evil," and once told a journalist: "We are not fighting for slavery. We
are fighting for independence."
The Southerner's passion for independence spawned a variety of
attitudes toward another of the War's driving issues: states~ rights. Most
Southern people, of course~ were quick to affirm the rights of the Con-
federate states to withdraw from the Union and contest Federal dominance.
The rights of the Confederacy were one thing - but what, exactly,
were the rights of an individual Southern state relative to its central govern-
ment in Richmond? This is a question that plagued the Confederacy before,
during, and even after the conflict.
Sewell's tome of information is rather stilted for the average reader,
which slows the narrative~ but for the historian there is a wealth of
information.
James D. LutreH
Nacogdoches, Texas
Gaines' Mill to Appomattox. Waco & McLennan County in Hood's Texas
Brigade. By Harold B. Simpson. (Texian Press~ P.O. Box 1684, Waco,
TX 76716)~ 1963. Illustrations. Maps. Notes. Index. Appendices.
Bibliography. P. 294.
This Civil War biography focuses on Texas and its "Lone Star
Guards." The work follows the history of Company "E" ~ Fourth Texas
Infantry Regiment of Hood's Brigade from its beginning through their
victories and defeats in battles until their surrender in 1865. The work
is narrated elegantly with evidence of the use of many primary sources
and oral histories taken from descendants of the individuals presented.
The author exquisitely sets the background for the work in the first three
chapters by giving an accurate account of the birth of Texas with par-
ticular attention given to Waco and McLennan County. In these chapters
the author unveils his skills as an historian by depicting the growth and
life styles most characterized by the pre-war era of Waco and McLennan
County.
Although the six maps and ten illustrations within this work give a
fair description of battlegrounds and Texas personages, it is only after
reading the author's vivid and picturesque scenes of the travels, camps,
and bloody battles that the adventure begins. While the author takes care
to cover the battles of Gaines' Mill, Second Manassas, Antietam, Gettys-
burg, Chickamauga, and the Wilderness, he also takes the time to discuss
how the war affected life in Waco and McLennan County. Texas, during
these years. It is obvious that the research involved must have been
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painstaking, because this work includes references, appendixes, an selected
bibliography. and in index. The work is valuable for those interested in
local history, Texas history, military history, and the Civil War era.
Moreover, the booms of Enfields, trickling of sweat, and the bashing of
heads makes this work an true adventure for any reader.
Raymond K. Fogg
Washington, D.C.
Guardian ofthe Law. The Life and Times of William Tilghman. By Glenn
Shipley. (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709), 1988.
Photographs. Footnotes. Bibliography. Index. $24.95 Hardcover.
The West of gunfighters, outlaws, and wild Indians is so filled with
fantasy one might believe it impossible to get at the truth, especially when
the subject is a legendary lawman such as "Bill" Tilghman. But that is
exactly what Glenn Shipley has done.
Bill's adventures started as a young buffalo hunter, an occupation
that often found him crossing paths with Indian war parties, and ended
in 1924 by a murderer who rode to town in a Ford rather than on
horseback. In between is sandwiched a life more daring than most fic-
tional heroes.
Tilghman's reputation as a lawman grew from the day he pinned on
a badge in Dodge City, Kansas, to deal with rough Texans at the end of
a long drive. He walked the streets with Bat Masterson and Wyatt Earp
before heading for Oklahoma Territory. From Perry to Oklahoma City
the story was always the same; Bill Tilghman enforced the law_
When not wearing a star he found time to serve as a state senator,
devoting his energy to law enforcement, and filming a movie, The Passing
of the Oklahoma Outlaws, to counter a film which glorified the life of
CrIme.
Tilghman wore his badge for the last time at the age of seventy_ His
wife saw the light in the old lawman's eyes as he returned to the job he
loved best. This time he did not return. Murdered by a prohibition agent
he was attempting to arrest, the life of the man Bat Masterson once called,
"the greatest of us all," was over. Shipley has given the historian a gift,
a story that tells of the West and Bill Tilghman as they really were.
David Stroud
Kilgore College
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Gunfighters, Highwaymen & Vigilantes. Violence on the Frontier. By
Roger McGrath. (University of California Press, Berkeley, CA 94720),
1987. Maps. Photographs. Notes. Appendices. Bibliography. Index.
P. 291. $19.95 Paperback.
McGrath has approached the subject of violence on the American
frontier differently from many of his predecessors. Instead of concen-
trating on the actions of well-known frontier personalities and their actions
precipitating violence l he has analyzed two frontier communities and
investigated all forms of violence within their confines. The two com-
munities - Aurora, Nevada, and Bodie, California, were subjected to
McGrath's scrutiny from pre-Civil War until well into the 1880s. Because
the two communities have left a surprisingly complete amount of con-
temporary records - essentially in the form of newspapers - McGrath's
efforts have resulted in a near complete analysis of what produced violence
on the frontier. Chapters devoted to violence and the minorities as well
as women and juveniles are especially insightful.
Although the two communities owed their existence to their mineral
wealth~ the towns could not be termed strictly mining camps. In fact,
typical aspects of other geographic areas were evident: conflict with Paiute
Indians; encroachment of cattlemen on others' lands; Union vs Con-
federate sympathizers; the white desperado vs established law and order;
the gunfighter who exhibited leadership among the lawless element. These
are sub-topics within McGrath's study but the personalities of the indivi-
duals do not overwhelm the work. Each individual is considered only in
so far as he or she made a contribution to the study of violence itself.
With such an amazing array of source materials the style could have
become encumbered with scholarly attributes, but the reader does become
involved with the flow of action to a surprising degree. This is a book
which can be read for enjoyment as well as a work of source material to
locate additional source materials.
A most fascinating adjunct is an appendix contrasting two views of
frontier violence: that the frontier was more violent than today's society,
and the opposing view. This conclusion is a fine ending to an scholarly
and well-written book on violence in America.
Chuck Parsons
South Wayne, Wisconsin
James George Thompson 1803-1870. By Randolph Wilson Kelsey and
Mavis Parrott Kelsey Sr. (Sterling C. Evans Library, Texas A&M
University, College Station, TX 77843-5000), 1988. Illustrations.
Photos. Bibliography. Index. P. 578. $35.00.
This husband-and-wife author team have produced a fascinating
family history which is well documented and illustrated. James G.
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Thompson left more than 200 personal papers and a daybook which is
reproduced by facsimile copies in the book. The Thompson and McDonald
families lived and intermarried with Cherokee Indians, so this volume con-
tains data on their Indian as well as Scot-Irish ancestors. James G. Thomp-
son was a rancher, postmaster t ferryman, carpenter, and politician who
eventually owned nearly 3000 acres of land located on the Red River in
Grayson County, where he had a horse and cattle ranch.
In addition to the information on the Thompson family I there are
separate chapters on the following families: Gresham, Dillard, Winfrey,
Randolph, Burdine, and Anderson. Brief sketches are given on William
Clark, Jr. (a signer of the Texas Declaration of Independence), the Seale
family, and the Stallings family, a1l settlers in the East Texas area.
A ten-page bibliography lists many newspapers, books, and
documents which were consulted to gather data for this history. This
volume would be a valuable addition to any genealogical library.
Carolyn Reeves Ericson
Nacogdoches l Texas
River of Lost Dreams: Navigation on the Rio Grande. By Pat Kelley.
(University of Nebraska Press, 901 N. 17th St., Lincoln, NE 68588),
1986. Photographs. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 149.
The Rio Grande, or Rio Bravo del Norte, has often been a significant,
even romantic part of the history of Texas and the West. In 1954 Paul
Horgan in Great River artfully traced the river's role in the development
of North America. But in that work the author only tantalized the reader
with a few brief passages regarding navigation along a major western
waterway. Pat Kelley has satisfied that curiosity. In his River of Lost
Dreams: Navigation on the Rio Grande he has written an interesting and
important book on the efforts to use the river as an avenue for commerce
and conquest. Although the author maintains his focus on river travel,
he opens an historic window into the social, political, and economic history
of the border region. Using excellent sources, both English and Spanish,
he weaves into his tale the lives and ambitions of intriguing characters,
such as Mifflin Kenedy, Richard King, and Charles Stillman, who, among
others, played key roles in that region of the state Texans call simply The
Valley. For the most part Kelley writes a straightforward narrative history,
but occasionally he offers vivid, evocative prose, describing the natural
features of the Rio Grande and its environs.
Richard Bailey
San Jacinto College
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Oil Field Child. By Estha Briscoe Stowe. (Texas A&M University Press,
Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843-4354), 1989. Illustrations.
Photographs. P. 256. $13.95 Paper.
Patl1lo Higgins and The Search for Texas Oil. By Robert W. McDaniel
with Henry C. Dethloff. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C ,
College Station TX 77843-4354), 1989. Bibliography. Photos. Index.
P. 174. $i9.95 Hardcover.
For an age enamored of nostalgia and American success stories, tales
of the early oil business seem designed to order. Here, descendants of active
participants from that tumuItous period test the waters with a reminiscence
of daily life in the oil camps and a plea to install a neglected figure in
the pantheon of industrial giants. Unsurprisingly, no hidden skeletons leap
from opened closet doors, though a few family jewels do appear.
Stowe. a free-lance writer from Irving, literally played amid the
derricks that dotted the Southwest in the 1920s and 1930s. Her poignant
story of a laboring father, a seriously ill mother, and an observant daughter
journeying through Oklahoma and Texas derives from memory rather than
archival examination. Exacting scholars obsessed with data on the politics
and economics of Big Oil are advised to return to their carrels, but others
will delight in the portrayal of tent towns, long school bus rides. loving
co-workers and relatives, and suspicious city folk. The author brings out
the flavor of a hard but rewarding trade while avoiding the syrup of sen-
timentality. She effectively captures the mood of a bygone era while
creating unforgettable characters in the- father who strove to set aside
enough money for a business, the fragile mother who managed a homelike
atmosphere in dank, crowded, canvas shelters, and the precocious little
girl always hopeful of remaining in one spot throughout the school year.
In a more academic vein, McDaniels, a consulting engineer to south
and central Texas municipalities, successfully argues that his great uncle,
Pattillo Higgins, receive due recognition for his role in the Spindletop
discovery and other lucrative fields in which he profited marginally. The
writer utilizes private papers and manuscripts to bolster more public
sources, but his subject remains unlovable, if deserving of tribute. A
youthful hell-raiser around Beaumont, Higgins lost an arm while taking
the life of a deputy sheriff, attacked religious and scientific treatises with
equal dogmatism, constantly litigated with business associates, and excited
gossip by adopting and later marrying a comely teenager while in mid-
life. In one of his more affectionate foibles, Higgins drove the same Model
A Ford for twenty-five years and planned to rebuild it for another quarter-
century's service when old age forced him from the road.
From the diverging vantage points each creditable book celebrates
the energy and optimism that America once claimed as its own.
Garna L. Christian
University of Houston-Downtown
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Texas' Forgotten Ports, Mid-Gulf Coasts Ports from Corpus Christi to
Matagorda Bay. By Keith Gutherie. (Eakin Press. P.O. Box 90159,
Austin, TX 78709), 1988. Bibliography. Maps. Sketches. P. 240.
$15.95 Hardcover.
In this eminently readable account l Keith Guthrie succeeds in lifting
the fascinating story of Texas' many forgotten ports from Corpus Christi
to Matagorda Bay from the pages of historical obscurity.
The book is divided into three sections, each concerned with a major
bay area and the various port cities that developed within that bay. In the
first section, "Corpus Christi Bay/Aransas Bay," the author presents an
intriguing history of the area from the early 1500s to the late 17005. In exam-
ining the port city of El Copano, as with the ten other port cities examined
in this section, the author gives a history of the development of the port.
With each port, Guthrie discusses who came to the areal why they came,
why the port was built, the various problems encountered by the settlement
through the years, and reasons for the continuing existence of the port or l
more often. reasons for its subsequent decline and demise. Of the eleven
ports examined in this first section, most, induding EI Copano, Aransas
City, St. Mary's of Aransas, Lamar, Port Preston, Black Point, and
Sharpsburg have faded from view and largely have been forgotten.
In the brief second section of the book, "San Antonio Bay/Espiritu
Bay," the author concerned himself with only one port, that of Mesquite
Landing, the only port to develop within this bay area and one which has
been abandoned. Guthrie suggests that the first Anglo to use the port was
probably Dr. James Long in 1821.
The third section of the book, "Matagorda Bay/San Bernardo Bay,"
is devoted to the study of six port cities and several small river ports, each
of which no longer exists.
This thoroughly researched work, which draws from many sources,
evidences meticulous scholarship. Documentation is copious and varied,
with numerous explanatory footnotes. In this exhaustive yet spirited account,
Keith Guthrie makes an important contribution to Texas history. He suc-
ceeds in breathing life to an important but otherwise little known topic.
Brooke Tucker
Houston Baptist University
Eye-Deep in Hell. A Alemoir of the Liberation of the Philippines, 1944-45.
By William A. Owens. (SMU Press, Box 415. Dallas, TX 7527~),
1989. Index. Bibliography. P. 245. $24.95 Hardcover.
This book offers an insightful look into one American's experiences
during the invasion of, and eventual liberation, of the Philippines. William
A. Owens, a native Texan and former English professor at Columbia
University, as well as the author of several novels, recounts his personal
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adventures in the Philippine liberation as a member of the American
Counter Intelligence Corps.
Owens participated in several major military operations. As a CIC
agent at Leyte Gulf, Luzon, and ultimately, Manila, Owens interrogated
Japanese prisoners and read captured documents, prevented infiltration
and sabotage, and as he continually came in contact with the conflicting
factions left in the vacuum created by the war, came to know the major
Filipino political leaders on both the left and the right. An English teacher
before the war, Owens wisely maintained a journal during his time spent
in the Pacific. Thus his recollections have not been dimmed by the passage
of time.
The book reveals many unforgettable characters and experiences.
There are tales of lepers, captured spies, daring escapes, and the savagery
of war. Owens also offers accounts of various soldiers' opinions of the
American war effort and surprisingly, their lack of faith in General
Douglas MacArthur.
This work, though fascinating in its remarkable story, is written in
a blunt, choppy style that occasionally created boredom for this reader.
Nevertheless, if one can overlook the style and simply concentrate on the
telling of the story, Eye-Deep in Hell offers a unique account of one
soldier's experiences in the retaking of the Philippines.
Mark Choate
Nacogdoches, Texas
The Stars and Stripes: World War II & The Early Years. By Ken Zumwalt.
(Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709), 1989.
Hibliography. Index. Photos. P. 295. $16.95 Hardcover.
Say "Stars and Stripes" to those of a certain age and circumstance,
and immediately come to mind Bill Mauldin and the B-Bag column in
"the soldier" newspaper, The Stars and Stripes.
To those of later generations the name means something else, an in-
ternational publication read by members of the military, their dependants,
and civilian employees much as expatriates read the old Paris edition of
the H eraJd-Tribune.
Ken Zumwalt has done a good job of recording the metamorphosis.
As an enlisted man he served on six World War II editions in Europe,
the last four as managing editor. He became civilian ME in 1946 and
remained with the paper until 1955, when he resigned to return to the
United States with his French-born wife.
The Stars and Stripes had a brief existence in World War I, operating
under a mandate from General John J. Pershing that guaranteed it would
be produced by and for AEF soldiers. It was reborn during World War
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II as a weekly in Northern Ireland with the same mandate from General
George Marshall.
Not that the brass did not at times try to subvert GI editorial authoritYt
as witness Mauldin's famous run-in with General George Patton! By and
large, however, the paper was able to do what General Marshall had in
mind.
Just as the WWI paper produced its share of well-known journalistic
figures - Alex Woolcott, et a1 - the WWII paper nurtured distinguish-
ed alumni known to a current audience: Andy Rooney, Richard Hottelet,
Louis Ruykeser, and Peter Lisagore, in addition to Mauldin, who appeared
on a Time cover and won a Pulitzer Prize in 1945 for his Willie and Joe
cartoons.
Call it nostalgia if you will, but this old soldier reveres the memory
of the early 5&5, as he cherishes Rooney's and Bud Hutton's little 1946
history which he was lucky enough to find for $6.50 in a used book store
a couple of years ago. This one goes on the shelf alongside the earlier one.
Max S. LaIe
I\.1arshall and Fort Worth
One Women's Army, A Black Officer Remembers the WAC. By Charity
Adams Earley. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Sta-
tion, TX 77843), 1989. Illustrations. Photos. Index. P. 218. $19.95
Hardcover.
Strictly speaking, this book is a memoir I a collection of personal
reminiscences by the author of her service during World War II as a black
female officer in the Women's Army Corps. The narrative is presented
in a straightforward and succinct manner and reads very easily. The most
dramatic moments came when Earley describes the slights and insults, some
intentional and others not, that she and other black troops suffered in
the course of doing their jobs. These incidents aside, however, the general
tone of the book is both positive and up-beat.
Earley grew up in South Carolina. She was the daughter of a minister
father and a schoolteacher mother. She received her college education at
Wilberforce University and taught for several years in the public schools
in Columbus, Ohio, but found after a while that the classroom lacked
the excitement and adventure she wanted. In late spring of 1942, she ap-
plied to join what was then known as the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps,
was accepted, and completed her training at Fort Des Moinest Iowa. She
trained with other recruits at Fort Des Moines until late January 1945.
when she and others from the WAC training center were ordered to
England.
While in Europe Earley was placed in command of the 6888th Cen-
tral Postal Directory Batallion, an all-black, all-female unit that had
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responsibility for keeping track of United States personnel in the Euro-
pean theatre and making certain that each piece of mail reached the in-
dividual to whom it was addressed. This was a considerable task since
many of the addresses on the mail were invalid owing to the rapid changes
in battlefield conditions, troop locations and dispositions, and individual
reassignments. The quality of her leadership was such that eventually she
was promoted to the rank of lieutenant colonel, the highest rank possible
short of the director of the WAC, who was a full colonel. Earley remained
on active duty until March 26, 1946, when she left military service. She
married in 1949 and her husband, a physician, and their two children made
their home in Dayton, Ohio, where she has been active through the years
in numerous civic and community affairs.
This book does not attempt to comment, except in very superficial
terms, on the general state of black/white relations during the period. Nor
does it seek to place the black military experience of the time in any sort of
historical perspective. Information of that sort is available elsewhere. None-
theless, it will be of interest to both specialists as well as general readers
because of the eloquence with which it speaks in describing thc profound
courage and determination needed to overcome racial barriers and achieve
success at a time when considerable antipathy prevailed among the races.
Donald R. Walker
Texas Tech University
Saragosa: The Town Killed by a Tornado, An Eyewitness Account. By
Derwood Lane. (Eakin Publications, Box 19059, Austin, TX 78709),
1989. Photographs. Index. P. 244. $12.95 Paperback.
The author's account ofthis West Texas tragedy underscores the fear
we all share of this particular weather phenomenon. Lane re-lives the quiet
before the storm, then takes the reader through the frightening moments
of the twister's contact with this small Texas community.
The reader will feel empathy with survivors who afterwards must deal
with the agony of searching for family and friends, pets, and personal
belongings and keepsakes that were left in ruin by one of Texas' most
violent tornado occurrences.
Saragosa, the town killed by a tornado, is a compelling account that
should be read by all, and especially by anyone who assumes such an event
could never visit their community. It is an excellent real-life story of how
a peaceful town was transformed - in less than a heartbeat - into a war
zone, and the touching conclusion of how the townspeople bond together
to rebuild their lives and their community.
Rusty Garrett
Lufkin, Texas
Weathercaster for KTRE-TV
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A History of the American Rice Industry, 1685-1985. By Henry C.
Dethloff (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station,
TX 77843), 1988. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 215. $29.50
Hardcover.
In 1685 a "Gentleman by the Name of Woodward" (p. 8) delivered
the first bag of rice to South Carolina. This seemingly inconsequential
event started an economic revolution in American agriculture. Three
hundred years later South Carolinians no longer farm rice. However,
Woodward's successors in other areas of the United States have trans-
formed American rice fields into a billion dollar plus agri-business which
controls over thirty-five percent of the world's rice export market.
A History of the American Rice Industry, by Henry Dethloff,
chronicles the development of rice production, milling, marketing, and
distribution over three centuries. The rice industry in the United States
experienced two distinct periods. The first era developed on the East Coast
and centered in the Carolina-Georgia coastal region. This "Golden Age"
began during the colonial period and reached its zenith in 1820. However,
alternating cycles of hurricanes, excessive rain and flooding, along with
the physical, social. and economic destruction wrought by the American
Civil \Var sounded the death knell to this Southern enterprise.
The second era, which transformed the prairies of southwestern Loui-
siana, Arkansas, and southeast Texas into the Southwestern rice culture,
began in the mid 18805. Railroad expansion into southwest Louisiana,
along with the successful transfer of Great Plains wheat farming machinery
and techniques to rice cultivation assured the metamorphosis. As Loui-
siana rice production expanded and land prices skyrocketed, farmers
moved into the cheaper lands in southeast Texas. Texans harvested their
first commercial rice crop near Beawnont in 1886. The rice culture quickly
developed in and around the Golden Triangle, then spread eastward into
Louisiana and westward towards Houston, reaching the Bayou City by
1915. Rice farming crept southward until it reached Lavaca county.
The History of the American Rice Industry is clearly written.
Dethloff's use of interesting vignettes leads to a smoothly flowing and
highly readable book. The research is solid and the author's use of per-
sonal interviews adds a human dimension. Statistical tables strengthen the
work; however, the inclusion of useable maps would have been a welcome
addition. With the United States balance of trade woefully in the negative,
it is comforting to know that at least one sector of our export economy
still dominates world trade.
Donald Willett
Texas A&M University, Galveston
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Livestock Legacy. The Fort Worth Stockyards, 1887-1987. By J'Nell L.
Pate. (Texas A&M University Press, College Station, TX 77843),
1988. Illustrations. Index. Photographs. P. 332.
Teeming with thousands of beeves, the Fort Worth Stockyards have
played an integral role in the development of Fort Worth since 1887.
Without question, they have stimulated the growth of businesses and
industry, especially such packing houses as Armour and Company as well
as Swift and Company. They also have enhanced the frontier image with
which Fort Worth has long been identified. Moreover, due to the sustained
activities of the stockyards, "Cowtown" was recognized for decades as
one of the leading cattle markets in the country.
In Livestock Legacy: The Fort Worth Stockyards, 1887-1987, J'Nell
L. Pate, Professor of History and Government at Tarrant County Junior
College, Northeast Campus, has accomplished a monumental task. Besides
having performed rigorous research, she has compiled a mountain of
detailed information. She has described the interworkings of the stockyards
not only over the past 100 years but also on a day-to-day basis. Moreover,
she has included the activities and contributions of those people - such
as William L. Pier, Louville Niles, and Al Donovan - who helped build
the stockyards. She also has interwoven the story of the stockyards into
the history of Fort Worth ably and has demonstrated how each aided and
complemented the other. Although her writing style could have been
tightened to smooth out the choppiness in some of the text, she has created
a valuable addition to both Fort Worth and Texas history.
Janet Schmelzer
Tarleton State University
The Mockingbird. By Robin W. Doughty. (University of Texas Press, P.O.
Box 7819, Austin t TX 78713)t 1989. Photographs. Maps. Color
Illustrations. P. 80. $12.95 Cloth.
Robin W. Doughty, associate professor of geography at The Univer-
sity of Texas-Austin, and co-author of The Amazing Armadillo, has pro-
duced a thin, fact-and-folklore packed volume on the characteristics of
the Northern Mockingbird. Over a dozen short chapters cover every aspect
of their lives as well as their incorporation into American culture, folklore,
and how they came to be the state bird of Texas, Arkansas, Florida,
Mississippi, and Tennessee. While other species have dwindled, the mock-
ingbird has spread to Canada, Hawaii, and the British Isles. Aside from
singing throughout the night, what makes mockingbirds unique are their
personalities. They defend their territory and offspring with such a
tenacious spirit that it is difficult to realize that they were the favorite cage
birds of the nineteenth century.
Whether you are an ornithologist, folklorist, historian, or merely
enjoy watching them or hearing their songs, for which Mexican Folklore
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has a charming explanation, you will enjoy The Mockingbird and want
to share it with others. Doughty claims the book has a message about "con-
nectedness. H (p. 72) Perhaps those of us who wore out our socks dancing
to a tune Doughty failed to mention, "Mockingbird Hill," are the only
ones who would notice this lovely, delightful, entertaining, and colorful
book was printed in Japan.
Linda Sybert Hudson
Longview, Texas
The Fault Does Not Lie With Your Set, The First Forty Years ofHouston
Television. By Jack Harris, Paul Huhndorff. Jack McGrew. (Eakin
Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709), 1989. Photographs. Index.
P. 187. $15.95 Hardcover.
As a youth in 1949, this reviewer stood entranced before a hazy, seven-
inch picture tube in the lobby of the Metropolitan Theater in Houston
as movie-goers streamed endlessly to their seats. As it turned out, the boy
rode the tide of history: the moviehouse has since joined Houston's
collection of demolished buildings, but a giant color screen now adorns
most living rooms.
The Fault Does Not Lie With Your Set, authored by Channel Two
personnel, is at its best depicting the inspirations and bobbles that make
new industries fun. The opening chapters and the description of Lyndon
Johnson at his ranch constitute a real treat, and a chronology and collec-
tion of early photographs strongly enhance the text. However. essays
follow no discernible order, and some, particularly those of recent periods,
border on puffery. Notwithstanding occasional mild jabs at the competi-
tion, the publication bears the imprint of careful tailoring and laundering.
Admittedly light reading, this lively-written account will conjure up
happy memories to a generation not born into the video era. Young readers
will profit from the knowledge that such a generation exists.
Garna L. Christian
University of Houston-Downtown
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